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IN MEMORIAM 

To the 
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of the 

385th Bombardment Group, Eighth Air Force 

' 
who gave their lives in heroic sacrifice 

and 

unselfish devotion to duty 

this book is humbly dedicated 



THE MEMORIAL 

DEDICATION 
In the picturesque little stone All Saints Church, surrounded by its 

quiet churchyard in Great Ashfield, Suffolk County, England resides the 
Memorial to the men of the 385th Bombardment Group. The tiny village of 
Great Ashfield borders our flying field and from its Station 155 took its name. 

The military history of our Group has been bred into the hearts, minds 
and rich soil of this little community . When we searched for a fitting memorial 
in tribute to the everlasting memory of our gallant comrades who unselfishly 
gave their lives in the fight against the common enemy, we thought that the 
ageless institution of the church would best guard our loving tribute. 

Standing at the eastern end of the north aisle of beautiful 14th Century 
All Saints Church, our memorial consists of altar and reredos, with side 
panels, all richly hand carved and traceried in oak. The design came from 
the creative genius of H. Munro Cautley, F.S .A., one of Britain 's foremost 
authorities in church architecture. It stands on random squared stone paving, 
and makes a charming side chapeL 6 feet in width and 18 feet in length. A 
beautiful silk American flag will hang permanently in the chapel. 

All Saints Church stands just off a narrow, winding road in a lit tle grove 
of lovely evergreen trees with its stone decked graveyard spread about it. 
It is approached by a small bridge over a rippling country brook. Its simple 
construction consists of the Nave and Chancel, the north aisle and the western 
tower with steeple. Entrance is gained by a 16th Century brick porch. The 
benches are topped with hand carved poppy heads and are as old as the 
church. The church was constructed more than 900 years ago, but was rebuilt 
500 years ago and has remained unaltered since. • 

In the quiet dignity of this holy sanctuary rests our tribute to our com
rades, whose names are recorded in a hand embossed volume resting on the 
memorial altar. Out in the churchyard rests the bronze plaque on its grani te 
base, transplanted to this final resting place from in front of the Headquarters 
building at Great Ashfield, Station 155. 
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COLONEL VANDEVANTER 
IN MEMORIAM 

ELLIOTT VANDEVANTER, JR. 
Brigadier General , USAF 
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Ell iott Vandevanter, Jr. , organized the 385th Bombardment Group at Geiger Field, Washington in February 1973. 
In the short period of five months , notwithstanding the lack of normal training time, he took the Group to Great Ash
field . England and developed a small cadre of professional soldiers together with a large group of inexperienced 
civilian soldiers , into a well-disciplined military organization which in its first month of operation achieved 97% 
target accuracy in dropping its bombs on a ball bearing factory at Warnemunde. After being operational less than 
four months, the Group led the entire 8th Air Force to Marienberg in what General Hap Arnold described as per
haps th e most perfect exhibition of precision bombing to occur during the war. 

On May 12 , 1941 the lead squadron of the high composite group on a mission to Zwickau was knocked out by 
enemy fighters . Colonel Van , leading the 385th, took over the lead position and notwithstanding devastating. · 
German fighter attacks, purposely slowed the entire formation until the other groups in the wing could reform, 
after whi ch he fought his way to th e target despite the intense enemy assault. As the result of Colonel Van's 
outstanding le adership, the Group received a citaion for "determination, devotion to duty, and total disregard of 
personal safety above and beyond that of all other units participating in the mission." 

Elliott Vandevanter , Jr . was a rare leader whose unswerving devotion to duty, awesome courage, fearless 
resolve, and keen understanding of the needs of others, gave his men the strength and inspiration to achieve the 
impossible . He is greatly missed. His loss is irreplaceable. 



FOREWORD 

Our victory in Europe, like every successful venture, was the product of many com
bined and coordinated efforts. Each unit had its mission to perform. There is no precise 
method of measuring the value of these separate contributions-only the composite result 
is discernible. But the fact that there is no yardstick for gauging the weight of each effort 
does not detract in the least from its importance. We all know that the 385th Bomb Group 
and associated units played its own vital role in the gigantic air struggle that ended in 
the complete prostration of the German nation. 

We pioneered in the dismal months of 1943 the ground and air doctrines that meant 
the success of precision daylight bombing. In the tough uphill battles of 1944 we defeated 
the Luftwaffe in its own arena and proved that strategic bombing can utterly devastate the 
economy of a powerful nation. In 1945 we added our accurate tonnage to the massive at
tacks that administered the coup de grace to the still powerful and effective Nazi war 
machine. In all of these tasks we of Great Ashfield established ourselves as without a peer, 
-a highly efficient, smooth-running, fighting team. This effectiveness was due primarily to 
the industriousness and courage of each of our members and to the high spirit of cooper
ation which prevailed in our organization. 

In the months since the crumbling of Festung Europe our close-knit group has been 
disbanded and we have separated to pursue our individual courses. The problems of the 
present have erased the memories of the past. Yet we cannot help feeling that there will 
always be in each of us a certain nostalgia and pride when we think or talk of our days 
in the ETO. 

If this volume helps you to recall some memories-or if it assists you to explain a little 
of what you individually or collectively did towards winning the war-then the effort that 
went into this book has been worthwhile. 

G. Y. JUMPER 
Colonel, U.S.A.F. 

E. V ANDEV ANTER. JR. 
Colonel, U.S.A.F. 
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OUR PLACE IN THE SCHEME OF THINGS 

As the opening gambit in this, our history, 
we shall make a quick review of the structure 
of our air strength in Europe. In making this 
review we hope to show where the 385th 
Bombardment Group (Heavy), the 424th Air 
Service Group, 18th Weather Detachment and 
the 877th Chemical Co., the team which 
worked out of USAAF Station 155 at Great 
Ashfield, fitted into the great scheme of United 
States air power in the European Theatre of 
Operations.1 

Because over the two year period of our 
active operations there were changes in the 
structure- of our Air Forces, we shall outline 
here the organization as it existed on V-E Day. 
Those of us who had left in 1943, or in early 
1944, will note differences, particularly in 
nomenclature and to some extent in basic 
organization. They will, we trust. be able to 
reconcile the organization as they knew it with 
the finely articulated machine of the closing 
phases of the war by following the footnotes 
of this review; the footnotes will point out the 
major organizational changes insofar as they 
apply to the Eighth Air Force. 

For the record we shall mention in passing 
the 9th Air Force under the command of Lt. 
General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, and the Air
borne Army, under the command of Lt. Gen
eral Lewis Brereton. Neither of these two great 
commands was directly connected to us. The 
9th Air Force and the Airborne Army were 
both tactical organizations and were more 
closely allied to the ground forces in their 
missions. 

We shall say no more of these two power
ful, fine forces; they were the tactical people. 
We were the strategic people. Our "big boss" 
was General Carl Spaatz, who headed up the 
United States Strategic Air Forces in Europe, 
USSTAFE.2 Answering to General Spaatz were 
the Commanding General. Eighth Air Force, 
Lt. Gen. James Doolittle and the Commanding 
General. Fifteenth Air Force, Lt. Gen. lra C. 
Eaker. · 

We were part of General Doolittle's gang, 

Lt. Gen. James Doolittle and 
Maj. Gen. E. E. Partridge 

the magnificent 8th, gladiators in the "big 
leagues" of aerial combat-masters of intricate 
Iormation and precision bombing. 

The operating side of the Eighth Air Force 
consisted of the lst. 2nd and 3rd Air Divisions. · 
The bombardment groups of the lst and 3rd 
Divisions flew B-l7s; the fighter groups flew 
P-47s, P-5ls and for a time some P-38s. The 
bombardment groups of the 2nd Division flew 
B-24s, "banana-boats"; the fighter groups flew 
the same equipment as the fighters of the lst 
and 3rd Divisions. The VIII Air Service Com
mand kept all of us in equipment. 

We of Great Ashfield were a part of the 
3rd Air Division. We had three great divisions 
commanders. The first was Maj. Gen. Fred-

1. Early in 1945 all elements on Great Ashfield other than the 385th Bomb Group, the 18th Weather Detach
ment, and the 877th Chemical Co . were merged to fo rm th e 424th Air Service Group under th e command of 
Lt . Col. James H . Lewis. Hence the Q. M. Co., Ordnance Co., Sub-De po t, M. P . Co. , Station Complement 
Squadron, Finance Detachment , Fire Fighting Platoon lost their identity and became parts of the three 
squadrons of the 424th Air Service Group. 

2. This will caus e considerable confusion to the ' la ds who left the group early, because it involves a major 
change in organization. General Spaatz had commanded the Eighth Air Force in England before the North 
Africa n "show". He took s everal groups of the' 8th with him to Africa , where he worked with General 
Eisenhower in the African landings and in the invasions of Pantell eria , Sicily and Italy . Meanwhile Gen . 
Eaker assume d command of the 8th. which then consisted of VIII Fig hter Command, VIII Bomber Command 
and VIII Air Service Command. When Generals Eisenhower and Spaatz returned to England from Italy the 
major change in organization occurred. General Spaatz es tablished the USSTAFE, which controlled the 
strategic efforts of both the 8th and 15th Air Forces . Gen. Doolittle , who had also been in the Me diter
ranean with   Spaatz, a ssum ed command of the E ighth Air Force and Gen . Eaker moved to Italy to t ake 
command of the 15th. 
At the sam e time, the VIII Fighte r Command disbande d, except for its operation's sec tion , and th e_ fighter 
groups were assigned to the Air Divisions (previously designated B ombardment Divisio ns) for administrative 
purposes. Hence what had been the VIII Bomber Command bcam e the Eighth Air Force, abs orbing the VIII 
Fighter Command and taking under its wing the Serv ice Command. What . had bee n the Headquarters, 
Eighth Air Force passed the bulk of its administrative burden t o the new Eighth Air Fo rce and expanded 
to becom e a polic y and planning headquarte rs fo r all strategic air po w er in Euro pe. By this move General 
Spaatz integrated the operations of the 8th a nd 15 th Air Forces. 



erick Anderson, who left just before the 385th 
joined the division, to first command the VIII 
Bomber Command and later to become Deputy 
to General Spaatz at USST AFE. The second 
was Maj. Gen. Curtis E. Lemay, who developed 
"by hand" a large part of the tactics and 
techniques employed by the B-17 s of the 8th; 
one of the greatest combat air leaders of the 
war. He was succeeded, on his transfer to the 
Pacific and B-29s by Maj. Gen. E. E. Partridge. 
Under the expert guidance of General Part
ridge the Division grew to its final size of 4 
Combat Wings. numbering 14 heavy bombard
ment groups and a fighter wing, numbering 
6 fighter groups, and became a machine of 
precision such as none of us had ever be
lieved possible. At its greatest strength the 
Division totalled more than 40,000 officers and 
men. 

The Combat Bombardment Wings of the 
3rd Division were the 4th, with four heavy 
groups, the 13th, with 3 heavy groups, the 
45th with 3 heavy groups and the 93rd, with 
four heavy groups. At the war's end we at 
Great Ashfield belonged to the 93rd Wing and 
our "boss", and as fine a "boss" as we could 
have found, was Brig. Gen. John K. Gerhart. 3 

The combat groups of the 93rd wing were 
the 34th, 385th, 390th and the 493rd. Hence we 
have come finally to the 385th Bombardment 
Group ( heavy ) which lived at Great Ash
field, Suffolk in company with its team-mates 
the 424th Air Service Group. the 877th Chem
ical Co. and the 18th Weather Detachment. 
By way of recapitulation the chart below 
illustrates the echelons of command. 

Maj. Gen. Curtis Lemay. our Division 
Commander, with Brig. Gen. Fr·ederick 
Castle, our Wing Commander and 
Colonel Van. 

Brig. Gen. Frederick Castle, Col. Vandevanter and 
Brig. Gen. A. W . Kissner, Chief of Staff, 3rd Divi
sron. 

3  Here again the “old - t imers"  wil l  be  confused.  on  arr ival  in  the  U.K.  the  385th  and  the  94th  Groups  were
joined to  form the 4th Combat  Wing in  November 1943 ,  the  447th Group arr ived to  round out  the 3  group
combinat ion which was the 4th Wing unt i l  July of  1944.  Brig.  Gen.  Russel l  Wilson commanded the wing 
until killed in action in March 1944 while leading the 385th on the first successful mission to Berlin. Brig.  
Gen.  Frederick W. Cast le  succeeded him and remained in  command unt i l  Chris tmas Eve 1944,  a t  which t ime  
he  too was ki l led while  leading the 385th on a  mission of  ground support  during the Bat t le  of  the Bulge.  

In  July of  1944 the 92nd Combat  Wing,  which then consis ted of  two groups,  the 486th and the 487th,  became
an organizat ion on paper  only,  the 486th and 487th joining the 4th Wing under  General  Cast le .  Later  the
4th Combat  Wing became the 4th Bombardment  Wing (Provis ional)  with adminis t ra t ive as  wel l  as  oper-
at ional  control  over  i ts  bomb groups,  the 94th,  385th,  447th,  486th and 487th.  This  was the s ta tus  when Brig.
Gen Robert  W. Burns assumed command af ter  the death of  General  Cast le .
Earkt  ub 1945 higher  authori ty  decided to  rever t  the 4th Bombardment  Wing to  i ts  previous designat ion of  
Combat  Wing,  and to  separate  one of  the groups of  the wing and to  ass ign i t  to  the 93rd Combat  Wing.  Be-
cause Great  Ashfield was physical ly  nearest  to  the headquarters  of  the 93rd wing,  the 385th lef t  the 4th
wing,  of  which i t  had been a  char ter  member,  and joined the 93rd Wing,  with no change of  s ta t ion.
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WHAT DID THE 8th DO? 
Having defined our place in the scheme 

of things we might ask, logically. "what did 
the 8th do?" We shall try to answer that 
question in general terms. Because the answer 
is historically progressive, we shall make our 
first approach a historical one. 

In February of 1942, a few men arrived 
in England with an idea. Those few men were 
the Eighth Air Force in that bleak month of 
a bleak year in which most of the news was 
bad. Their idea was that by precision bombing 
of German targets, to be undertaken in the 
light of day. we could so cripple the industrial 
potential of Germany that the German nation 
would be unable to continue to wage a suc- 
cessful war. 

That idea is not new to you. You accept
it as axiomatic. And why not?-We proved it
But at that time the idea was not an axiom 
There were those who "knew" that it could
not be done. For proof they pointed to the fact
that early in the war, the RAF had set out in 
daylight only to sustain such catastrophic 
losses that the only recourse was to take 
cover in darkness, to bomb by night, and to 
sacrifice precision for "saturation" raids, to 
burn and destroy axis cities. 

Many experienced officers of our Army  
and the RAF believed that daylight bombing 
was unfeasible and argued that we should 
join the RAF at night to add our effort to the 
destruction of industrial cities. The argument 
went on for more than a year, even while we 
were executing successful attacks by day. 

The men, who urged that we abandon
our precision bombing idea were sincere men 
who believed what they urged on us. They 
were convinced that no big bomber, relatively 
slow and a massive target, could hold its own 
against determined fighter opposition. Not 
only the experience of the RAF but also that 
of the Germans in the Battle of Britain seemed 

to prove that bombardment by day in the face 
of fighter attacks was prohibitively uneco- 
no mical. 

But the few men who were the Eighth Air 
Force, upheld by General Arnold and other 
champions of air power back home, countered 
that we could make it "go"; that in the B-17 
we had a weapon developed in the trying 
years when no one at home believed in air 
power, which could withstand fighter assault. 
They stubbornly contended that in sacrificing 
bomb load to compensate for the installation 
of defensive armament we had made it possi
ble for ourselves to fight our way in daylight 
to a pinpoint industrial target, which we could 
see, and which we could hit decisively with 
our smaller load , just because we could see 
what we were aiming at. "We have a well 
defended airplane," they said, "we have a 

precise bombsight; let us use them!" They got 
grudging permission which amounted practi
cally to probation. 

Those few men who had nurtured the 
dream of air power in the days when, with a 
straight face, an experienced soldier and 
strategist, had declared that there was no 
conceivable use for an airplane with more 
range than two day's march of the ground 
troops (circa 1934 ), were eager to attempt 
the first phase of the master plan, the battle 
for control of the sky. In the halls of the Air 
Corps Tactical School at Maxwell Field dur
ing those trying years of the twenties and 
thirties, these same men had convinced them
selves that the prelude to any decisive air 
action must be to gain superiority over the 
enemy in the air. Bombing from England the 
leaders of the 8th reasoned that the first 
action should be against the airplane factories 
on the continent. By cutting off the source of 
the enemy opposition they hoped to cut down 
the number of aircraft available to the enemy, 
hence creating for themselves a situation in 
which to bomb with little interference the 
sources of oil. or steel. or synthetic rubber, or 
any of the other materials vital to the prose
cution of a modern war. They ran into two 
early disappointments. 

First. tactical and service elements of the 
8th were withdrawn to support the North 
African invasion, leaving only a small force 
in England. Second, because of the mortal 
danger to the United Kingdom engendered by 
the fierce submarine campaign of strangula
tion of the British Isles which the Germans 
were waging, the Combined Chiefs of Staff 
directed that the 8th attack the German sub
marine pens along the north coast of Germany 
and the west coast of France. It is neither 
within our province nor within our capabilities 
here to measure the exigencies of that time. 
In retrospect, however, we can see that our 
three year air battle became the more difficult 
because of these two decisions in the year 
1942. We can also imagine that American 
proponents of air power must have been bit
terly disappointed at being unable to unfold 
their plan in the sequence which they knew 
to be the only logical one if the European War 
was to be a true test of their doctrines of air 
power. 

However, the fight against the submarines 
had some advantages for with green crews 
operating within reasonable ranges of their 
home bases, the leaders of that time were able 
to shape the techniques with which we after
ward sewed destruction over all of Germany; 
they were able too to test the accuracy of our 
bombing, and found it good. 

The Germans evidently decided that it 
was good too, because in early 1943 their high 
command was forced into a decision, which 
in retrospect. presaged the end of their tide 
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of conquest, which thereafter slowly. slowly. 
and then more and ever more rapidl y began 
to ebb. That decision was that thereafter the 
German High Command would throw all of 
its aircraft production facilities into the pro
duction of fighters, leaving its bomber force 
to wane and slowly to die for lack of replace
ments. Why this decision? The primary reason 
was that the Germans recognized early that 
unless they could stop the day bombers of 
the 8th they would lose their industrial capac
ity to wage war! 

Two tenets of our advocates of air power 
were substantiated by the action of the enemy; 
first Germany, too, evidently believed that our 
air power could sap their power to resist; 
second, in going all out into fighter production 
the Germans proved by indirection that our 
most logical target should be their aircraft 
industry. We were beginning to deliver them 
a body punch which they could not stand; in 
fighting grimly to oppose us with an ever 
increasing number of fighters, the Germans 
were covering up against our body punch, and 
thereby losing the initiative. 

At that time, the Germans went on the 
defensive in the air! And, except for the V
weapons of 1944-45, they never again took 
the offensive in the air . The scales were 
slightly weighted in our favor, but not decis
ively. In the months which followed we al
most lost our advantage as German fighter 
strength grew on the western front. 

Hence, in 1943, our all-out battle for con
trol of the skies of Europe became a fierce, 
bloody engagment with no quarter asked or 
given. Ever increasing numbers of formations 
of bombers fought their way across Europe to 
their targets, the aircraft factories of the 
enemy, destroyed them in fearsome flashes of 
flame, towers of smoke, clouds of dust, and 
piles of rubble; all the while the swarms of 
enemy fighters multiplied, ever giving more 
skillful and more determined battle, shooting 
the big bombers out of the sky in tens and 

hundreds. Yes, the battle was fierce up there 
in the high sky. In men and equipment in
volved, in the ferocity of the struggle, in the 
damage wrought, it was comparable to any 
set of engagements in history. The losses were 
high, for a while almost prohibitively high. It 
looked as though the Germans held the edge. 

We knew that, in our air battle, we had 
cut German fighter production to a small 
fraction of what Germany had planned. To 
that extent we had won. But how barren the 
victory. when the small fraction which we had 
been unable to stop was enough to stop us! 
In the flames and blood which we left around 
Marienburg, Hanover, Brunswick, Munich, 
Regensberg, and countless other cities were 
destroyed untold thousands of German fight
ers which never took the air because we had 
demolished the wombs which might have 
borne them. But these already born, and 
those few now growing piece by piece in hid
den assembly plants, parts filtering in from 
small dispersed factories, were the margin 
which took so high a toll of our bombardment 
fleets. 

At that dark moment a miracle happened 
for us. It was not really a miracle, because the 
materiel people at home, and the factories at 
home, had been working day and night for 
many months to accomplish it. but when it 
came it seemed to us a miraculous answer 
to our sore troubles. The long range P-47s and 
later P-Sls and P-38s appeared in our theatre. 
They could stay with us as far as we could 
go. We had cover then from takeoff. through 
the target, and back to landing. Although out
numbered many fold by the Germans, they 
always headed into every fight, fought like 
demons, and won! 

The battle of the skies went on with a new 
frenzy and culminated in one three-day fight 
in February 1944 in which German fighter 
production was given the coup de grace. 
Thereafter, the supply of German fighters and 
parts to keep the aircraft functioning, dwindled 
rapidly. While our fighters sought the Luft
waffe relentlessly .in the air and shot it out 
of the sky. our bombers embarked on the battle 
of the enemy's oil. 

As that battle raged two developments 
are worthy of note: one, we had perfected our 
technique for bombing through the overcast 
with the "Mickey" radar set; two, the Ger
mans concentrated their flak and improved 
their techniques of fire control to the point that 
flak progressed from the category of a rela
tively minor annoyance to that of a deadly 
and fierce weapon of destruction. 

By way of digression, from November of 
1943 the bombers of the 8th had been striking 
the rocket launching sites in the Pas de Calais 
area of France whenever the weather would 
not permit our getting into Germany. An eval
uation of damage after the liberation of France 
indicated that but for these "Crossbow" mis-



sions, the damage to London as a result of 
the "buzz-bombs" might have been immeas
urably greater. 

In April. May and June of 1944 the battle 
for the enemy's oil lulled. In preparation for 
"Overlord", the invasion of France, the 8th 
joined the 9th in the destruction of the arteries 
of enemy communication and in striking air
fields which might be employed by the enemy 
in his opposition to our landings in Normandy. 
Many tons of bombs laid waste marshalling 
yards, bridges, aircraft storage parks, air
fields, tank parts, ammunition dumps. fuel and 
lubricant dumps and the like all over France 
and western Germany. Despite the fact that 
the number of sorties during those months 
was astronomical. it was, in a way. a breath
ing space for the bombers of the 8th. All the 
target areas were well covered by supporting 
fighters, and hence, the Luftwaffe did not rise 
to give us trouble. 

As our ground armies rolled across France 
we again went after Germany's oil. In a few 
months the output of German refineries be
came a trickle. All over Europe German tanks, 
airplanes and automotive equipment sat im
mobile-they had no fuel on which to run. 

Finally, as we approached V-E Day. we 
turned to transportation. We literally turned 
upside down every marshalling yard, how
ever small, and every rail junction in Ger
many. 

In addition to the three main targets upon 
which we concentrated we struck harbors and 
docks (e.g. Hamburg ), tank and automobile 
factories, rubber (e.g. Huls ). ball bearings 
( e .g. Schweinfurt ), steel ( the Ruhr ) , optical 

works, experimental stations, and many other 
industrial installations. 

In all these operations we became a per
fect complement to the operations of the RAF, 
and they to us. Primarily we destroyed through 
precision bombing the industrial plants in 
which the German manufactured his imple
ments of war; the RAF Bomber Command de-

molished the cities in which the German 
worker lived. Of course occasionally both we 
and the RAF had a try at the other's business; 
with our "through the overcast" technique we 
bombed the German cities when we could 
not see his factories; toward the end of the 
war, the RAF Bomber Command went out by 
day and executed highly successful precision 
attacks. Working together, the 8th by day and 
the RAF by night, we reduced the capacity 
of the German production and German move
ment to such an extent that he ultimately went 
down to defeat. 

We believe our three cornered team, the 
8th, the 15th and the RAF had a sizeable, a 
decisive share in winning the war in Europe. 
To those who ask, "Aren't you forgetting our 
ground armies and the Russian armies?" We 
answer, "No, we are not forgetting them. They 
too were essential to victory. But were it not 
for our virtual destruction of the German air- ; 
raft industry our land armies might never 
have established and held a beachhead in 
France, nor could the Russians have used 
their tactical aircraft on the Eastern Front. 

"But for our withering attacks against 
German oil. the number of tanks and other 
mechanized weapons, which could have re
sisted either our land armies or those of the 
Russians in any given engagement might 
have been greatly increased. 

"But for our complete disruption of their 
rearward lines of communication, the German 
armies might have been able to reinforce the 
Normandy beaches in time to repulse our 
landings. 

"But for the tr.emendous effort expended 
in building aircraft to meet our attacks, and 
in repairing the ever expanding damage of 
our attacks, and in devising new means of 
defense against US, the Germans might have 
been able to muster sufficient strength to meet 
our land armies and those of the Russians, 
on terms of more equality." 

 



Chronological 
History of Events 
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The 385th Bombardment Group (H) was 
inauspiciously activated at Geiger Field, 
Spokane, Washington on February 1. 1943. No 
members of the group were present at this 
nativity. The next day Captain James H. Lewis, 
Group Intelligence officer became the first 
member of the group and the following day 
Major Elliott Vandevanter, Jr. assumed com
mand of the group and both officers of his 
command. The size of the organization was 
tripled three days later with the arrival of all 
four flight surgeons and this group busied 
themselves making preparations to receive 
the main cadre the next day. It was no simple 
job since barracks had to be opened, lights 
and water checked, bedding drawn, meals 
prepared, etc:. 

Early in the morning of February 7th, the 
cadre of 27 officers and 205 enlisted men ar
rived from Tucson, Arizona in the midst of 
a twelve inch snow storm. Many of the men 
were still dressed in summer uniforms and stiff 
after the several days trip in day coaches. 
Fortunately, the group was already , divided 
mto skeleton squadron organizations which 
facilitated rapid Orientation, but it is conserv
ative to say that very few of them had ever 
seen each other before. These groups immedi
ately became the 548th Squadron, Major Jack 
A. Nendel, Commanding; the 549th Squadron, 
Captain Berkely I. Springfield, Commanding; 
the 550th Squadron, Captain William M. Tesla, 

Commanding; and the 551s( Squadron, 1st 
Lieut. Daniel F. Riva, Commanding. They 
settled down rapidly in their squadron areas 
and started preparing for the expected rush 
of flight operations. 

On February 12th the group received its 
first assignment of crews. These were hand
picked. crews, who had previously completed 
the training cycle and were sent to serve as 
models and instructors. We were indeed for
tunate to receive such a group and many of 
them were to remain with the organization 
for a considerable period and rise to positions 
of responsibility. The pilots of these crews 
were lst Lieut. Frank E. Bexfield, 1st Lieut. 
Ivon E. Klohe, lst Lieut. Gerald D. Binks and 
lst Lieut. Vincent W. Masters. Unfortunately 
the planes that accompanied the crews were 
just as experienced as the crews, having been 
many times through the training phases, and 
being just about on their last legs. Keeping 
these airplanes in commission for enough time 
to accomplish our training requirements was 
to be a sore test for our neophyte mechanics 
throughout the next four months. 

The next week saw the new qroup staff 
alternating between attending a senes of in
doctrination and training courses presented by 
2nd Air Force specialists and then rushing 
back to the office in the evening to get the 
normal day's administrative business done. 

Our History



The first formal group staff meeting was held 
on the 16th. With a recent change in the 
command of the 548th Squadron, Captain 
James McDonald having taken over from 
Major Nendel, the group staff lined up as fol
lows: 

Operations Officer-Major Nendel 
Intelligence Officer- Captain Lewis 
Statistical Officer-2nd Lieut. James R. 

Hamilton 
Adjutant-2nd Lieut. John C. Hambrook 
Gunnery Officer-2nd Lieut. William K. 

Mclrnerney 
Communications Officer-2nd Lieut. 

Fred J. Harvey 
Two more units of approximately 300 men 

each arrived during the week of the 19th and 
these men were rapidly absorbed into the ex
panding squadrons. The ease and rapidity 
with which these men, arriving on a half hour's 
notice from training schools all over the 
United States were processed and assimilated 
was amazing. On the 26th, Major Vande
vanter addressed all personnel of the group 
for the first time. He impressed on them the 
seriousness of the task facing them, the need 
for complete and hearty team-work and co
operation, the opportunities for advancement 
and his pleasure at being associated with 
this unit. 

The squadrons were assigned their unit 
colors, which for security purposes would be 
used in place of numerical designation 
throughout the remainder of their wartime 
career. The 548th became the Blue Squadron, 
the 54 9th the Yellow Squadron, the 550th the 
Red, the 551st the Green and the 385th Head
quarters drew White as its designation. 

Lt. Col. Preston Piper, our fir)t 
Deputy Commander 

MARCH 
The weather throughout February was 

horrible. Even the birds were walking and 
most people forgot what the sun looked like. 
All combat crew gunners were sent to the 
ground gunnery course at Camp Seven Mile . 

Several more additions to the group gave 
us both depth and strength. Major Erwin F. 
Goldman was acquired from the staff of the 
base at Geiqer Field and was assigned as 

Lt. Col. (then Capt.) Oscar H. Davenport, 
our S-4, as usual, found on the line 

Group Executive Officer. Major Preston Piper 
and Captain Oscar H. Davenport, both from 
Major Vandevanter's old group at Rapid 
City, become Deputy Group Commander and 
Group S-4 respectively. Eighteen new officers 
and 230 new enlisted men place the group 
strength at 180 less than that authorized. 

On March 25 we received our first large 
increment of combat crews. Eighteen com
plete crews reported in, making our combat 
potential 22 partially trained crews and 
seven beat-up B ~ l7s. This day we also parti
cipated in our first real practice mission , a 
test of the blackout restrictions in the Spokane 
area. It was only a partial success since the 
very pistols flares shot off by our aircraft were 
hardly discernible from the ground. 

The weather remained poor throughout 
the month but some flying was accomplished. 
The pilots concentrate on instrument proced
ures and formation while the gunners were 
sent to Camp Seven Mile. Organization had 
now progressed and the squadrons were con-



ducting individual activities : the 548th formed 
an orchestra, the 548th basketball team de
feated the 55lth two games out of three. 

APRIL 
The group was now beginning to ·take 

shape. Great progress has been made in all 
ground sections. The engineering personnel 
were already showing the ability that is so 
essential to a bomb group by keeping our 
training-weary airplanes in commission a 
large percentage of the time. The squadron 
S-Zs had set up their briefing rooms on the line 
and every mission that went out was briefed 
before hand and interrogated afterwards. 
Squadron Adjutants had accomplished a large 
portion of the necessary administrative pro
cessing such as wills, insurance, shots, etc . 
Dog tags were completed, distributed and re
quired to be worn by all personnel. 

The early part of the month was devoted 
to arrangements for the group move from 
Geiger to Great Falls, Montana and its satel 
lite fields . This move was complicated by the 
fact that so far we had operated as a group 
and now all four squadrons would be oper
ating independently from widely separated 
bases. The move began on the 10th when to 
the accompaniment of a brass band, the 548th 
and 549th ground echelons marched to the 
depot and entrained. The 548th went to Lewis
town, Montana and the 549th to Glassgow. 
The air echelon of these two squadrons re
mained at Geiger and continued fl y ing u ntil 
the 13th, when together with the aircratt of 
the other two squadrons they returned to 
their units. The 550th moved to Cutbank. just 
30 miles from the Canadian border, and the 
group Headquarters and the 55lst tran sfe r
red to Great Falls . Then the air echelons of 
the 550th and 55lst flew to their new bases . 
In this manner the move was effected without 
a day 's loss in flying . 

Old man winter had just vacated these 
bases before the 385th arrived. At each field 

Three members of one of our first crews who be
came key individuals in the group. Left to right: 
Maj . (Lt.) Paul Schulz, Lt. Col.. (Lt.) Vincent Mas
te rs and Capt. (Lt.) Louis Dentoni. 

it was a question of rehabilitation and impro
visation. Each squadron was on its own. Rec
reational facilities were established from 
scratch. Supply was the major problem and 
it was necessary to establish a reqular air
plane shuttle run between basis. The group 

Our planes on a practice mission just before 
departure and overseas 

staff was supplied a C-78 Cessna for the pur
pose and spent most of their time in the air 
visiting the out-lying fields . 

On April 27th, Gen. Davenport Johnson of 
the 2nd Bomber Command inspected the 
squadrons and was very well satisfied with 
their progress. Major Nendel was transferred 
and he was replaced by Captain McDonald 
as Group Operations Officer with Captain 

Lt. Col. (Capt.) James McDonald, our group oper
ations officer getting caught up on his paper work 
between practice missions. 



Septime S. Richard assuming command of the 
548th squadron. 

Processing began in earnest: physical 
achievement tests for all concerned; complete 
personal equipment was issued to all. It be
gan to look like the ETO. Lectures for combat 
crews by RAF officers on radio facilities in 
the British Isles followed close on the heels 
of combat lectures from a returned 8th Air 
Force crew. 

MAY 
Everything pointed to the fact that we are 

not long for the good old U.S .A. Embarkation 
fever and spring fever were developing at an 
eq·ual pace. Final furloughs and leaves were 
being granted with an effort to maintain some 
semblance of effectiveness. A lot of people 
found out how far Montana was from civili
zation. Our fly-away aircraft began to ar
rive and every evening you could see com
bat crews making minor modifications or 
painting up their own aircraft. Likewise our 
TBA equipment came in. We were now flying 
squadron formations and performing inter
ception missions. Concentration on high alti
tude gunnery and formation missions indicate 
even more strongly that our final destination 
was Europe. Our aircraft were now flying over 
150 hours per day. 

On May 14th the group suffered its first 
major accident. Lieutenant Lindsay, flying the 
staff C-78 from Great Falls to Lewistown en
countered bad weather and was forced off 
course into the mountains. His four passengers 
parachuted to safety over a wide area. All 
available resources were concentrated to 
locate the missing flyers and aircraft. One by 
one the passengers were found with the most 
serious casualty a broken ankle . New fallen 
snow handicapped the search for the aircraft 
and it was not found until the following year 
with Lt. Lindsay's body still in it. 

Our life was not without the social side. 
The local inhabitants were extremely hospit 
able and we made many lasting friendships 
in the area . Many wives followed us to the 
last of our training posts and we always found 
time for visits with the family . The primary 
social event o'f the month was the marriage 
at "Doe" Bunting's house in Great Falls of 
Major Piper. Lt. Col. Vandevanter was best 
man. 

The time was drawing near. By the mid
dle of the month all crews but three had re
ceived their fly -away airplanes and the time 
arrived for the final combat readiness check 
the 1000 mile over-water navigational flight. 
Marysvi lle, Calif. was selected as our base 
of operations and the aircraft proceeded by 
squadron formation from their individual 
bases to Marysville. The overwater flight was 
made that same night without incident. The 
following afternoon the entire group took o ff 
and assembied in 24 ship formation. They then 
dispersed and proceeded individually toward 

home. Bad weather, however, was encountered 
en route and several planes were forced to 
land at other bases. That same evening saw 
our second major tragedy . One plane from the 
548th crashed in the mountains of Wyoming 
killing nine of the crew members. The only 
survivor was Lt. McDonald, the bombardier. 
The cause of the crash is still undete rmined . 

By the end of May the flight echelon was 
packed and ready . Several far ewell parties 
were held with the usual results. At last the 
flight echelon left for final staging at Kearny. 
Nebraska and Major Goldman look over th e 
command of the ground echelon as the firs t 
of a series of showdown inspec tions was held. 

JUNE 1943 
The flight echelon passed its inspec tion 

at Kearny wi th a few minor discrepancies. 
Some crews were short on the ir requireme nts 
for high altitude gunnery and that had to be 
corrected before they could depart on their 
final l0 day leaves and furloughs. 

Final pac king was concluded at the home 
bases and on June 8th the 385 th Headquarte rs 
and the 55lst entrained for Camp Kilmer . fol -
lowed closely by the other squadrons. Three 
days later they arrived at the New York Port 
of Embarkation . More processing, more equip
ment . more shots- what a way to fight a war! 
The 548th was first to be pronouned "ready." 

Three of our leaders discuss the formation after a 
mission. Left to right: Lt. Col. (Maj.) Wlliam Tesla, 
550 Squadron; Lt. Col. (Maj.) Septime Richard, 
548 Squadron and Maj. (Capt.) Archie Benner, 
549 Squadron. 



"Colonel Mac" and "Major Dave" 
get a haircut before leaving for overseas 

Capt. (Lt.) Henry Stokes busy getting things ready 
at Great Ashfield for the arrival of the Group 

On our way-first stop Camp Kilmer 



In the meantime, the advance party of 
Col. Vandevanter, Captains McDonald, Lewis 
and Davenport and Lieutenants Hambrook and 
Stokes arrived in England and after a short 
deliberation over Hobson's choice between the 
two unfinished fields of Rattlesden or Great 
Ashfield,-chose the latter. And this was our 
new home. 

Two days later on the 19th, the 88th 
Service Squadron ( 9 officers and 215 enlisted 
men) under Captain Henry B. Todd and the 
199th Quartermaster Co. ( 2 officers and 35 
enlisted men) under lst Lieut. William E. 
Studdard arrived at Great Ashfield. These men 
were already veterans in the ETO having 
spent many weeks repairing and servicing 
B-26 groups which had preceded us. 

Captain Davenport's problems began. 
Over half of the buildings on the field were 
incomp1ete. It was apparent that number of 
barracks were inadequate so pyramidal tents 
were procured and erected. More new arrivals 
at Great Ashfield were the 83rd Service Group 
Headquarters under Captain Totten J. Ander
son, the l735th Ordnance S. and M. Co. under 
lst Lieut. Oscar S. Anderson and the 877th 
Chemical Co under lst Lieut. Allan L. Brewer. 
Things were humming now in preparation for 
the arrival of the bomb group, its airplanes 
and crews. Col. Van welcomed the new units 
associated with the 385th and emphasized that 
there was but one purpose on this base-to 
get the bombs on the target-and there was 
no distinction between the men of Great Ash
field regardless of unit designation. 

The 548th Squadron sailed from New York 
aboard the Queen Mary on June 23rd and the 
remainder of the group boarded the Queen 
Elizabeth one week later. 

The crews of the air echelon had been 
arriving individually. Aircraft were immedi
ately sent to nearby depots for modifications 
and the crew members were sent to either 
Bovingdon, the 94th Group at Bury St. Ed
munds, or to gunnery school. Many were now 
sick of this training routine. Two crews were 
lost in the hop across the North Atlantic, an_d 
no information was ever received as to their 
tragic end. 

JULY 1943 

The ground echelons arrived between July 
2 and 8. The next ten days were spent in 
hectic preparation for what we all knew was 
coming. It was a rude adjustment. Mud, tents, 
tannoy. dispersed areas, blackouts,-all this 
plus practice missions and air raid alerts. 
COMBAT-Here it is, pay off. Our first mission 
was assigned while many gunners were still 
at camp near the Wash. They rode all niqht 
by truck to make briefing for Mission No. 1. 
What mingled feelings of tension, relief, ex
hilaration, pride and fear were in our hearts 
as we watched our lumbering beauties mar
shal for take-off. Here was what we had spent 
frustrating months of preparation to accom
plish. Now we were embarking on that endless 
cycle of load-em-up, take-em-off, bring-em· 
back, patch-em-up, load-em-up, again. The con
tinual routine that would end only w1th com
plete capitulation of the enemy. So on to Fus
tung Europa-bring on the vaunted Luftwaffe. 

The main entrance to wh at was to be our home 
for more than two years 

But our first five missions were strikingly 
unsuccessful and illustrates the difficulties 
and dangers of daylight bombing in Europe. 
On our first three missions to Amsterdam, 
Holland , Bergen, Norway and Warnemunde, 
Germany , the targets were obscured by 
clouds. Finally on the third mission, out of 
s heer disgust and over enemy territory, the 
385th dropped its bombs on German territory 
through the overcast. The fourth was more 
disastrous. On a mission to Wessermunde, 
Germany , led by McDonald. bad weather 



Tents substituted for barracks for many of us 
in the early weeks at Great Ashfield 

One of the Communal sites with our water tower 

partially broke up our formations. Simultane
ously the Luftwaffe pressed home heavy and 
damaging fighter attacks. It was our first ex
perience with this form of opposition and 
although our gunners claimed 15 enemy air
craft destroyed, our losses were heavy. Three 
of our ships failed to return and the loss of 
these valiant crewman- the first of many from 
our unit-was a savage blow to our spirits. 
Losses were Major Springfield the 549th C.O., 
flying with Harris and the crews of Daniel 
and. Duncan. 

Mission No. 5 was worse. Colonel Van 
led again to Oschersleben when the same 
combination of bad weather and enemy fight
ers wreaked havoc on our formation . That day 
four aircraft did not return-crews of Noel 
Robbins, Storr and Gurgel. Recapitulation to 
date-seven crews and not a bomb seen to 
drop on a target . Morale has hit rock bottom. 
The apprehension and discouragement of the 
crews was reflected in the ground personnel. 
Tempers were short, maintenance was shoddy, 
nerves on edge, abortions multiplied. 

July 29th-our first successful mission and 
not a day too soon. Richard led 16 aircraft 
back to the fighter assembly plant at Warne
munde. Weather was CAVU and Captain O . B. 
Ross, the Group Bombardier guided the bombs 
of the entire group onto the target with devas
tating accuracy. 97% of the bombs hit with

in the 1000 foot circle and all of them ·within 
2000 feet of the aiming point, standards of 
measuring successful bombing. A near tragedy 
on this mission was averted when Grodi and 
crew of the 55lst ditched in the North Sea 
but all were retrieved by the British Air-Sea 
Rescue Service; tangible evidence of the value 
of ground training. The boys were studying 
that ditchinq procedure. 

Our sixth mission in a week was per
formed on the 30th. We could muster only 7 
aircraft in commission and of these, five were 
forced to turn back before reaching enemy 
territory. The other two joined another forma
tion. Thank goodness the next day was pay
day and no mission was scheduled. 

AUGUST 1943 

The brief respite from combat operations 
that came early in August was sorely needed. 
It was utilized to overhaul faulty operational 
and administrative procedures and to put our 
creaking 'machine back in order. We found 
by experience that many of the systems we 
used in training just do not stand up under 
the stress of combat. For instance, we dis
covered that it takes longer to marshal our 
aircraft in the dark but this was compensated 
by the fact that it did not take as long to feed 
crews before a mission. We completely re
versed our system of personal flying equip
ment. pooling it in a central equipment room 
both for economy and to insure better care . 
Our barracks, mess halls and ablutions were 
in terrible shape and had to be put in order. 
Combat operations had also highlighted 
flaws in our training, so back to ground 
school. 

Major Archie V. Benner was appointed 
Squadron Commander of the 549th to replace 
the fallen Major Springfield and Lt. Merrill J. 
Klein became Squadron Operations Officer. · 

Our next combat missions came in quick 
succession to snap our minds back to why 
we were here. On the 10th the mission was 
recalled because of bad weather; the next 
day, a mission to Bonn where bombing was 
inaccurate. Mission No. 9, led by Piper, was 
a highly successful bombing of the airdrome 
of Vitry en Artois. After much persuasive argu-



ment, several of the ground personnel have 
been allowed to fly as observers On recent 
missions. Captain Davenport flew as bom
bardier to Vitry en Artois and observers on 
other missions were Capt. Lewis, Lts. Kava
lunas and Tuke from S-2 and Levine from 
Engineering-. 

The 17th of August saw the longest and 
most important mission to date-the first Eng
land to Africa shuttle mission. The target was 
the important aircraft assembly plant at Re
gensburg, Germany located near the Swiss 
.Alps. This factory alone accounted for 30 % 
of the single engine aircraft produced in 
Germany. The mission was dangerous but the 
importance of the target, plus the possibility 
that the first real penetration of the enemy 
fighter belt would catch their defenses off 
guard, made the risk worth taking. 

All night long the ground crews were busy 
readying the aircraft for the long flight. The 
hundreds of vital chores that go into preparing 
the planes were performed with meticulous 
care. Engines, gas, bombs, oxygen, flares, 
flak-suits, ammunition, radio, guns, turrets
each · item was checked and double-checked. 
Meanwhile mess personnel were preparing 
food to be carried on the long flight. 

In the early morning blackness the oper
ations officers started routing out the sleepy 
crews. The crews immediately sensed that this 
was something different when they were told 
to bring blankets and mess equipment. First 
to the combat mess for cup of coffee and hot 
cakes or cereal, if your stomach could stand 
it. Then to the briefing room where the tension 
mounted to culminate in a surprised roar when 
the. target and destination were revealed. 

The initial shock over, the crews proceed
ed methodically through their pre-mission 
schedule. Pilots to their special briefing on 
weather, marshalling, radio procedure and 
formation. Navigators procured their maps and 
copied their intricate route instructions a~d 
time schedules. Bombardiers got atmosphenc 
data, target folders, checked out their bomb-
sights from the vaults, and inspected the1r 
bombs. Radio operators received their codes, 
call signs and frequencies for the day. Gun
ners qave their 50 calibres a final cleaning ; 
checked the ammunition belts, and inspected 
their turrets. Each crew member drew his per
sonal flying equipment-electric suits, gloves, 
boots, helmet, oxygen mask-a malfunction 
of any would mean an abort of the aircraft
or possibly death in the rarefied atmosphere 
and 50 below zero cold of 23,000 feet. 

Two hours after briefing the entire station 
vibrated with the rythmic roar of the lumber
ing giants as the chocks were pulled and  they 
taxied out in their intricate marshalling ar
rangement. Orange exhaust flames pierced 
the dark as the occasional screech of brakes 
rose above the steady roar of engines. Twenty
one aircraft, led by Lt. Col. Preston Piper fly
ing wlth Capt. Vincent Masters and crew, 
lined up, checked the engines at full power, 

and slid off into the black. Captain Septime 
S. Richard was deputy group leader. An hour 
later as the weary but satisfied maintenance 
crews trudged back to their mission huts from 
the mess hall, they could see the group in the 
gray dawn swing into formation high above 
and slowly glide off to take its place with the 
other groups. 

Once assembled there was some difficulty 
in rendezvousing the various groups over 
southern England because of cloud formations 
that handicapped visibility-for awhile it 
looked as if the mission would be cancelled 
for there was very little gasoline reserve for 
the long trip. However, assembly was effected 
just before the gas gauges indicated that the 
mission must be cancelled, and the long 
column set out across the English Channel. 
This was the first time assembly was made 
above an overcast and it opened up the pos
sibility of bombing in CAVU although England 
was clouded over. 

The enemy did not wait long to show his 
intentions. The first wing was scarcely inside 
the French coast when out of the sun swept 
four M.E-109s. And that was only the begin
ning. Next came the "Abbeville Crowd" with 
their distinctive yellow checkered noses, 
pressing their attacks home within spitting 
distance before rolling over on their backs 
and diving away leaving only their armor
plated bellies as targets for our gunners. The 
385th was flying low group in the second 
combat wing. Normally the low group in a 
formation expected very serious losses from 
the Hun fighter tactics of either diving through 
a formation or of swooping up from under
neath to attack the weakly protected under 
bellies of our own aircraft. This had given rise 
to the expression "Purple Heart Corner" for 
the low squadron of the low group. Fortunately 
for us today the superior marksmanship of our 
gunners, plus excellent formation flying, kept 
our unit from suffering terrific losses, because 
the entire task force was under almost con
tinuous fighter attack from the French coast 
through several hundred miles of France and 
Germany and up to the Alps. As it was we 
lost two planes from our formation, Reichardt 
and Summers, before we reached the target. 

As our wing neared the target and split 
up into groups for bombing formation a . col-
umn of smoke could already be seen rising 
from the bombs of previous groups. The smoke 
became more dense as the 385th proceeded on 
the bomb run and finally was so thick that 
the lead bombardier, Lt. Louis Dentom, felt 
that he could not place his bombs accurately 
on the target. With the full knowledge that 
his group would be subject to special fighter 
attack, Lt. Col. Piper ordered the bombs held 
and a new run made on the target. This time 
the bombs were directed squarely into the 
heart of the blazing inferno and added to the 
already severe damage inflicted. 

Surprised, but not completely thwarted, 
at the southerly course taken up by our bom-



bers, the German fighters continued to attack 
until out formation reached the Alps. They had 
expected rich pickings from our crippled air
planes on the long return route to England. 
Our formation loosened as we let down to 
the calm waters of the sunny Mediterranean 
and skirted the west side of the islands of 
Corsica and Sardinia. Many had battle dam
age, others were very low on gas, some had 
wounded-some had dead. One gunner had 
been killed by the 50 calibre bullet from the 
gun of a ship in his own formation. This was 
a sad lesson on gun fire control that we had 
to learn the hard way. 

Luckily we were not molested further by 
the enemy and the more fortunate straggled 
on to North Africa. One aircraft in our group, 
Lt. Keeley and crew, was forced to ditch, but 
all members were picked up by an air rescue 
unit after a night in a rubber dinghy. There 
was utter confusion in Africa because of the 
empty gas tanks and the break-up of the for
mation. Several of our aircraft landed at the 
first field to come into view. Communications 
and other facilities were already taxed to the 
limit in this theater and for several days it 
was impossible to ascertain which aircraft 
were missing and how many. Most of the 
385th airplanes had landed at Telergma. Capt. 
Arnold Levine, Group Engineering Officer, 
who had voluntarily made the flight, immedi
ately organized his section to start preparing 
the aircraft for the return trip. Repairs were 
most difficult as every article had to be beg
ged or scrounged and the mere process of 
getting from the line to the mess demanded 
great effort. 

Col. Van accepts the deed to Great Ashfield 
from the R. A. F. and Squadron Leader Ned King 

Meanwhile things were moving slowly at 
Great Ashfield. We scraped together 6 air
craft for a composite group to attack Woens
drecht but bad weather again prevented bomb
ing. On the 20th, the field was officially trans
ferred from the RAF to the USAAF. In a cere
mony in front of the main hangar, Squadron 
Leader Ned King presented Col. Vandevanter 
with the deed to the field-the Union Jack 
came down and Old Glory now flew from 

Crossing the Alps on the Africa Shuffle 

the new flagpole. Squadron Leader King and 
his small group of RAF men, who had strug
gled against great obstacles to get our field 
in shape reluctantly bid farewell. 

On the 24th Piper led the 13 serviceable 
aircraft in an attack on the submarine pens 
at Bordeaux on their return from North Africa. 
In their poor mechanical condition the air
planes barely were able to make England. 
Grodi was forced to abandon ship over France 
and the lead airplane with Piper and Masters 
was forced to ditch near Lands End, England. 

Resting in Sunny Africa after Regensburg 
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Trying to keep cool in the only shade there was 

Getting ready for the return home from Africa 

After a hectic night in the water, eight of the. 
crew of ten were rescued and taken to the 
hospital at Torquay. 

The returnees brought souvenirs and qreat 
tales of Africa. However, we at home got the 
impression that they were glad to be based 
in England. 

Two more missions completed our efforts 
for August. On the 24th six aircraft partici
pated in a diversionary attack on the air
drome at Conches in conjunction with the re
turn mission from Africa and on the 27th Me-

.. 
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One of the lads had to try a ride on a 
ship of the desert 

Donald led 12 aircraft· in an attack on what 
later turned out to be a V-2 site at Watten. 

We were now getting some semblance of 
order around the field. The new mess hall near 
Site #7 had been  opened to relieve the crowd
ed mess conditions, but it also required more 
K.P.s. The 31st Station Complement Squadron 
under Capt. Eben Cleaves arrived. The offi
cers club was organized and held its first 
dance to the music of a British Army band
a howling success. Captain Richard was 
elected President of the Officers Club with 
Chaplain Jim Kincannon, Vice President and 
Lt. Robert Belcher as Secretary-Treasurer. The 
emplacement of mud guard-rails along the 
major roads alleviated the mud situation. Our 
greatest concern was now many men were 
still quartered in tents with winter not far 
away. 

Souvenirs fro the Africa shuttle exhibited by 
Maj . (Lt.) Ruel Weikert and crew 

More souvenirs from Africa 



SEPTEMBER 1943 

The most impressive event in September 
was. a result of our own bombs-but not 
against the enemy. In the pitch black early 
morning of the third, the crews and ground 
men readying the aircraft for a mission saw 
a sudden tongue of flame leap from Lt. Gregg's 

All that was left as one of our ships blew up 
on its hardstand 

Col. Van just returned from a mission 

"Round Trip Ticket II" parked near the main 
hangar. The fire fighters arrived immediately 
but were unsuccessful in extinguishing the 
flame which spread from the oxygen in the 
upper turret, to the flares, to the gas and 
finally. to the bombs. Corp. Edward B. De
Wolf of the Fire Fighting Platoon was killed 
in brave performance of his duty by the ex
plosion. The terrific impact sent a tower of 
flaming debris hundreds of feet in the air and 
the concussion affected every building on the 
base. The hangar, which had just been corn-

Capt. (lt.) Wayne Horr supervises the chalking 
up another enemy fighter shot down by the crew 
of the "Million Belle." 

General Lemay presents the Silver Star to Lt. Col. 
Piper for his part in the Regensburg raid 



pleted was stripped of both doors and much 
of the roofing. All aircraft within several hun
dred yards became total wrecks. The mission 
was scrubbed and the day spent in investi
gating damages and making stop-gap repairs. 

Our morale was somewhat raised on the 
5th by two performances of Adolphe Menjou 
and his USO troupe. We received several re
placement officers. Major Ruffin C. Barrow was 
assigned as Base Adjutant, Capt. Wahl re
ported as Summary Court Officer and we re
ceived a Catholic Chaplain, Capt. J oseph 
Scherer. 

Some of the members of the Ground Crew of 
"Sio-Jo" show off their pride and joy 

Our ships begin to get their names that are 
soon to become well known 

Two mid-air collisions, one on the 16th 
and the other on the 26th, were costly to the 
qroup when the crews of Schley, Yanello and 
Keeley were lost. S/ Sgt. Adams of Yanello's 
crew was the only survivor. Schley's ship col
lided with a B-17 of another group returning 
from a mission, while Yanello and Keeley 
came together on let down from a mission to 

Reims-Champaigne. Lt. Sidney White, Oper
.ations officer of the 55lst was flying with 
Yanello's ship. Both Yanello and Keeley had 
completed 11 operational missions. Both col
lisions occurred over England on the return 
and resulted from sudden fogging of wind
shields while flying in close formation. 

Major General lra C. Eaker of the Eighth 
Air Force made an inspection tour of the sta
tion with his party during the month and we 
seemed to pass muster. 

Two admiring Ground Crew members inspect 
one of Annie's drawing on a ship 

A Crew Chief checks battle damage with his 
Pilot-a close call that time 



OCTOBER 1943 

This month was marked by a number of 
personnel shifts. The qroup began to get in 
the groove, although living quarters were 
still being built. Lt. Paul Schulz took over as 
Group Navigator early in the month to replace 
Capt. John A. Dewey, the outstanding original 
Group Navigator who was drowned in the 
ditching on the return from North Africa. 
Shortly afterwards Major Riva became Group 

Training officer, a newly organized position 
necessitated by the strenuous training routine, 
with Capt. Herb Hamilton assuming command 
of the 55lst. In order to improve the quality 
of our messes, Lt. Steve Bowen was appointed 
Station Mess officer to supervise all of the 
messes. 

9 October 1943-This was our first bid for 
lasting fame in the "big leagues." Leading 
the whole Eighth Air Force effort to several 
targets in the East Prussia area, the 385th 
turned in what has been described by Gen. 
H. H. Arnold as the "most perfect exhibition 
of precision bombing." Our target was the im
portant aircraft assembly plant at Marienburg. 
The group leader was Col. Russ Wilson, C.O. 
of the 4th Combat Wing, but the man of the 
hour was the ace squadron bombardier of the 
55lst, Louis "Little Doe" Dentoni. After a long 
low altitude trip across the North Sea, Den-· 
mark, and the Baltic, Lt. Paul Schulz, the navi
gator brought the group in on a perfect course 
at 12,000 feet. Then Dentoni took over. The 
assembly plant, clustered in a compact area, 
presented an ideal target. The center of im
pact of our group, first over the target, was 
squarely on the assigned aiming point, and 
excellent formations provided a good bomb 
pattern. Only one string of bombs was out of 
the building area. Succeeding waves of 
bombs pulverized the target and destroyed its 
effectiveness for many months to come. Very 
little enemy action was encountered en route, 

The 548th Bomb Squadron's combat men in the early days overseas 
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The 549th Bomb Squadron's combat men, led by A. V. Benner. stop lonq enough for a picture 

but one of our aircraft was forced to turn back 
and crash land in enemy-held Denmark due to 
engine trouble over the North Sea. 

At last the Red Cross Aero Club was com
plete and on the 11th it was opened. Appro
priate ceremonies marked the occasion with 
Mr. Skarren, our Red Cross Director accepting 
the club from Col. Van. This addition to our 
recreational facilities was a big help to on 
station activities for the men. Caroline Bueh
ler and her girls made their place attractive 
to the men and the Aero Club was crowded 
from morning to night. 

October 14, 1943-a day long to be re
membered in the annals of the 8th Air Force. 
The target was the vital ball and roller bear
ing factory at Schweinfurt, deep in the heart 
of the Fatherland. A destructive blow at this 
main source of German ball bearings would 
seriously affect production of all types of 
machinery. Especially picked lead crews had 
been briefed in great secrecy several weeks 
in advance, and they had studied the target 
until they knew every house and street corner 
in the town by heart. This was to be the sec
ond deep penetration of Germany and the first 
time the entire force had gone in and out 
through the German fighter defenses. Again 

adverse weather handicapped assembly and 
almost succeeded in cancelling the mission. 
Assembly was finally made and the 3rd Divi
sion proceeded across the channel into a 

cloudless sky. The 385th, lead by Col. E. 
Vandevanter, flying with the crew of Capt. 
Sam Jordan, headed the third and last wing 
in the task force. Enemy fighters were on hand 
to greet the formations as they entered France. 
Swift ME ·109s and Focke-Wulfs dashed in and 
out of our tight formations, their guns flash
ing explosive 20 millimeters. The ferocity of 
the attacks sometimes approached the fanat
ical as the Nazi fighters pressed them home 
to suicidal ranges. The attacks were almost 
continuous throughout the mission, lapsing for 
one group only when the enemy turned his 
entire attention momentarily to some other 
unit. It seemed like ages before we finally 
reached and crossed the Rhine. Smoke and 
heavy flak pointed out our target from some 
distance away. As briefed, the group made a 
long and precise bomb run, in spite of heavy 
and accurate anti-aircraft fire. Lt. Brown, 
Squadron Bombardier of the 549th, dropped 
his incendiary -bombs right in the middle of 
the smoking city, and the group preceded back 
over the long tortuous route home. 



The 550th Bomb Squadron's combat men with their leader, Bill Tesla 

The 551 st Bomb Squadron's combat men, under Danny Riva, soon became identified as the Wolf 
Squadron. 

On the mission the 8th Air Force suffered 
its heaviest losses to date-60 heavy bombers 
from a force of approximately 300. But these 
losses were not in vain. Schweinfurt was left 
a flaming chauldron from the bombs and in
cendiaries of successive waves of B-17s, and 
the specific targets were heavily damaged
some beyond repair. In addition, 8th Air 
Force guns claimed the destruction of more 
than 250 enemy fighters. 

The 385th itself was extremely fortunate . 
All our aircraft returned safely. Our morale 
received a definite boost as we began to see 
some tangible results. This highly success· 
ful mission, coming on the heels of Marien
burg, dealt the enemy a second disastrous 
blow, and our own group suffered only minor 
damage. Furthermore, our record among our 
own forces had been outstanding. 

Several acres of farm land inside the peri
meter were turned over to neighboring farm
ers for cultivation. The British certainly 

made every inch of this tight little isle count. 
Lt. Ralph E. Robinson became the Station 

Police and Prison Officer on the 27th and the 
medics discovered that our water supply was -
below standard necessitating the installation 
of a chlorinating unit. 

NOVEMBER 1943 



Marienburg before "Little Doe" Dentoni set his 
sight and let his bombs go followed by the Group 
and the rest of the Eighth Air Force. 

"The finest bit of precision bombing yet seen in 
this war" was the verdict of this job by the 385th 

Even the press acclaimed and explained the Marienburg raid 

Before After



The Aero Club opens its doors and the snack 
bar is popular from morning to night 

Several noteworthy events occurred in 
November ranging from the inception of Path
finder bombing (radar bombing through over
cast) to the temporary assignment of two flight 
nurses to the medics. It would be nice to be 
able to say that the introduction of PFF bomb
ing was a huge success, but the opposite 
would be nearer the truth. There were many 
details to be worked out. not the least of which 
was the additional training of lead crew per
sonnel in its proper use. 

Early in the month Jerry paid the neigh
borhood one of his periodic visits, and al
though Great Ashfield went without damage. 
the surrounding countryside was lit up by 
flares like a Christmas tree and the railroad in 
Ipswich and a power plant in Stowmarket 
were hit. 

Captain Marston S. Leonard joined the 
group to take over personnel duties, and just 
in time to help Lt. Frank and his crew cele
brate the completion of their 25th mission and 

Earl Mato, our P.R.O., congratulates Lt. Frank and 
the officers of the "Raunchy Wolf" for being the 
first crew to finish an operational tour with the 
Group. 

Caroline Buehler, our Red Cross Aero Club hostess, 
with a group of her many admirers 

S/Sgt. Lonsway receives the first of his decora
tions from then Col. Russ Wilson, our first Wing 
Commander. Lonsway later received the D. S. C., 
the country's second highest honor. 

their combat tour. This was our first crew to 
graduate and the event was marked emphati
cally. Besides Frank, Lts. Watson, Wester
man and Farrel and T/ Sgt. Moomaw all be
came charter members of the "Lucky Bastard 
Club." 

Our group seemed destined to suffer from 
mid-air collisions, which always lower morale 
more than losses from enemy action because 
they seem so unnecessary. On the proverbial 
13th, Lt. McCall's aircraft flying on a mission 
to Bremen collided with Lt. Dawurske's, Me
Call's tail clipping Dawurske's wing. Tail 



Ground crewmen "sweat-e'em-out" 

Another artistic triumph is viewed by 
Ground Crewmen 

The missions begin to pile up as the bombs on the 
noses of our ships tell 

The Red Cross Clubmobile pays us one of 
its regular visits 

Another Red Cross service was furnishing refresh
ments to the crews after they returned from 
a mission. 

How this ship got back is hard to tell 

A scene fast becoming familiar to those on 
pass evenings 



Gunner Sgt. William H. Butler was knocked 
out of McCall's ship. After continuing on the 
bomb run and dropping the bombs on the tar
get, McCall and his copilot Pete Ginn man
aged to get the ship back to the English Chan
nel. but at that point they had to ditch. All 
of the crew got into a dinghy with Ginn's help. 
McCall was reinjured in ditching and died 
shortly before the crew was picked up by Air 
Sea Rescue after seven hours in the water. Lt. 
Dawurske's crew went down on the collision. 

The loss of four more crewmen came on 
the last day of the month when Capt. Smith's 
ship caught fire while assembling and the 
crew was forced to bail out over England. 

The continual cold weather resulted in a 
rapid dwindling of our coal supply and a gen
eral conservation program had to be instituted. 
General Mud was still in command, and re
mained so during the wet weather, but some 
progress was made with the use of a steam 
jenny on vehicles, roads and sidewalks. Our 
first Thanksgiving in the ETO was a success 
even if there wasn't enough turkey to go 
around. 

DECEMBER 1943 

Rain, fog and MUD predominated the 
opening days of the month and flying was re
stricted with the exception of one abortive at
tempt to bomb Bordeaux. Marryonovitch and 
crew ditched off Portugal on this one and a 
few days later were the envy of all their 
friends when they reappeared at Great Ash
field decked out in civvies complete with gray 
fedoras and top coats. 

Christmas preparations were underway, 
particularly those to entertain a group of Brit
ish War Orphans at the Aero Club. The Train
ing section was extremely busy as the powers 
that be had "double-grouped" us, giving us 
twice as many crews and aircraft as our orig
inal Table of Organization called for. This 
put the pressure on our ground crews as we 
had no increase of maintenance personnel to 
take care of these additional planes. Beyond 
the initial grumbles heard, the boys were quick 
to realize that this meant many more bombs 

This one made it in the hard way 

The living sites are beginning to be more livable: 

Christmas approaching and Jack Frost paints the 
surrounding countryside in more festive garb for 
the season. 

going down on German industry and a sooner 
return home. 

Besides the increased number of ships to 
maintain and repair, Engineering had been 
faced with the wet season and the problem 
of rust and freezing of damp parts at high al
titudes. The longer we were here the more we 
were impressed with the ingenuity of the 
American soldier. 



The Catholic Chapel is appropriately decorated 
for our first Christmas in the ETO 

Even a touch of Christmas in the corner 
of a barracks 

These long winter nights find the men staying close 
to the little stoves. Capt. John Murray and Maj. 
(Capt.) Charlie Hirt enjoy a game with barrack 
mates kibitzing. 

Two of the war orphans given a Chrismas party 
at the Aero Club and fated "adopted" by the 
538th Bomb Squadron. Shown here with First Sgt. 
Joe Mclavish. 

We seemed to be making some progress 
in handling PFF missions. Our lead crews 
were all at Snetterton Heath where all the 3rd 
Division's Pathfinder ships were located tem
porarily. Eventually each wing would have 
its own and still later we were due to have 
both our crews and ships back on our own 
base. There just weren't enough ships and 
trained personnel to go around to handle them 
at the moment. 

Our first Christmas in the ETO. How many 
more sacred birthdays were we to spend far 
from our beloved famil ies? The entertainment 
for the War Orphans was a great success 
with improvised fun, movies, Santa Claus and 
turkey highlighting the event. It was hard to 
tell whether our lads or the kids had the bet
ter r time. This was a social month finally com
ing to a close with the usual celebrations to 
see the New Year in. The Officers Club held 
a dance and there was a USO show in the 
theatre wing of the mess hall. It was a wet 
night all around. 



lt's a slow process assembling and 
climbing steadily 

Formed at last and headed across the coast 
of England bound for Germany 

Target markers from the 
Pathfinder ship 

JANUARY 1944 

The calendar isn't the only thing that 
changed this month for it marked several 
changes in the 385th "line-up". Lt. Col. Gold-· 
man was the first to leave with Jim Lewis tak
ing over as Ground Executive. Capt. McWil
liams assumed Lewis' duties as S-2. Later in 
the month Col. Piper left to return to his old 
love-fighters, and Col. McDonald stepped up 
to become Deputy Group Commander. Dan
ny Riva moved over to be Group Operations 
( S-3) and Sep Richard took over Training 
from Riva. We were lucky to acquire Major 
Tom Kenny from the 96th Group and he took 
over the 548th Squadron from Richard. An
other of the "originals" to leave for new as
signments was Earl Mazo, our capable Pub
lic Relations Officer, who joined the staff of 
the "Stars and Stripes". 

The tempo of our missions began to in
crease, not so much in number but rather the 
number of aircraft we were putting up on 
each mission. Thus, our number of sorties 
was greater to say nothing of the all important 
tonnage of bombs dropped on the enemy. We 
were lucky to get in a visual bombing or two 
this month and the bombardiers again had 
satisfied smiles on their faces. Again "Little 
Doe" Dentoni gave evidence of his aiming 

The planes of the Group begin assembly 
on a mission 

Mission
No.
49
50
51
52
53
54

55

56

57

Crews
LostDay

4
5
7

11
14
21

24

29

30 Brunswick      (Vandeventer

Frankfurt           (Benner

Noboll               (Bexfield
Belmesnil          Wallis              24
Osnabruck        Witherspoon    41
Ludvigshaven    Benner           22
Bordeaux          Richard           18
Kiel

Target

Frankfurt            (Klein

Leader

(McDonald

No of
A/C

(Horn            26  1   Morris

Klein             36

(Hamilton       41   3  (Bostick
Palmer
Notestein

Jorden              32



ability by making a perfect score on a mission 
to Belmesnil on the 14th. Lt. O'Brien also 
racked up a good score for the group earlier 
in the month when we returned to Bordeaux. 

The middle of the month saw another 
spell of wet. rainy. foggy weather when all 
flying was done on the ground. It did give us 
a chance to get caught up on our maintenance 
and inspections. Administrative procedures 
were overhauled, particularly our personnel 
system. With the increase in crews and air
planes without additional ground personnel. 
our manpower situation had become critical. 
The Personnel section undertook a complete 
study of every job on the base and an analy
sis of how our available manpower was being 
utilized. There were so many jobs on the 
base that required men and for which no pro
vision was made in the Table of Organization 
of any of the fourteen units on the station that 
a well organized system was mandatory. An
other obstacle to our full use of those we did 

Bombbay doors open and we're on the bomb run 

Bombs away! 

This one didn't get home as it broke in two pieces. 
The tailgunner rode the tail section down and 
lived to tell the tale in P. W. Camp. 

Our ships come home and begin to peel· off 
preparing to land 

have, was the manhours lost from respiratory 
infections. The cold damp weather, particu
larly on the line at night took a heavy toll on 
our already small number of maintenance 
personnel. Crew chiefs and their assistants 
had to take are of two instead of just one air
plane with the result that sometimes our main
tenance was shoddy in spite of every effort 
to the contrary. 



FEBRUARY 1944 

Although this was a short month, there 
was plenty of action crammed into its twenty
nine days. Twelve missions were run and 
fortune smiled on the bombardiers as five of 
them were visual targets and we made the 
most of them. Lts. Runyan, O'Brien and 
Wheaten turned in some fine bombing on Vil
lacoublay, Noball and Regensburg. At last 
we received some long range fighter support 
and the long jaunt to Regensburg was not the 
running battle it had been last August. Our 
own fighters partoled the sky all the way in 
and out with the result that we didn't lose a 
single crew on the mission. 

Besides the usual raids to "Happy V al
ley" we had two long hauls to Tutow and 

. Restock, with the balance for the month be-

One year old! 

IS YOUR UNIFORM OK? 

ARE YOUR DOG TAGS AROUND 
YOUR NECK? 

HAVE YOU AN ETO CARD? 

IS YOUR PASS SIGNED 9 

HAVE YOU A SUPPLY OF PROS? ~ 

1 OUT OF 5 HAVE IT  

BE CAREFUL 

A gentle reminder to those going out 
the main gate on pass 

A familiar sight by now-the train at Elmswell 
for Ipswich and London 

Or is your choice Stowmarket for your pass? 

ing visits to rocket sites in France. In spite of 
our good fortune in weather, the group still 
seemed to be jinxed with mid-air collisions. 
Four more crews were lost in such accidents 
over Europe. On the 3rd the crews of Lts. 
Morse and He user went down on a raid to 
Wilhelmshaven while on the 21st, Lt. Pease 
and crew were lost when their ship collided 
with that piloted by Lt. Hutchinson. Hutch 
and five members of his crew were flying the 
last mission of their operational tour before re
turning to the States. Three days later we 
lost another 25th mission crew when Capt. 

Wait a minuteMission
No.        Day     Target                Leader      No of A/C    Crews Lost

58         3       Wilhelmshaven   (McDonald      41  2 (Morse 
(Jacques                    Heuser

39   2 (Horstman Mac Adams(Benner
59           4      Frankfurt            (Witherspoon

60          5       Villacoublay      Tesla                21
61          6      St. Andre            Masters             21
62          8      Weisbaden         Hamilton           21    1   Papich63          10      Brunswick        Riva                   19

64         13       Noball            Witherspoon      36
65          20     Tulow               Richard           36       1   Ruby

         34     (Punches
           (McDonald                    3 (Pease

66       31     Diepholz        (Bexfield                  Hutchinson
                                                          (Kenny          33      2  McIlveen  Terrace

67     24       Rostock    (Tesla
68        25     Regensburg         Benner                  34

21           2    Clark  Kenman
69      28       Noball                    Klein
70      29        Brunswick               Martin                 22



Clarence Mcllveen and crew went down on 
the mission to Restock. The 550th Squadron 
lost another key man when their Operations 
Officer Capt. Gerald Binks went down with 
Lt. Punches and crew on the raid to Diepholz. 

As if the fates weren't satisfied with all 
this, like Leap Year and the extra day this 
month, they added two ditchings for good 
measure. Lt. Inglis and crew were luckier 
than Lt. Herron's crew as Inglis' were all 
picked up by Air Sea Rescue. On the 13th, 

Social life on the station is ih full swing
on Aero Club dance 

Last minute strategy for an important 
mission with the lead crew 

Herron's ship suffered a direct flak hit which 
wounded several crew members, knocked the 
co-pilot unconscious, put two engines out of 
commission along with shattering the instru· 
ment panel. interphone and oxygen system. 
With these useless and several control cables 
shot away, the third engine went out over the 
French coast so that ditching was necessary. 
Herron made a good landing in the channel 
but the wounded were unable to care for 

Ground Crew men talk over things before 
take-off of their ship 

Capt. Gerald Binks, 550th Squadron's Operations 
Officer who went down this month 

themselves. Herron systematically pulled six 
men into the dinghy after he inflated it. For 
2 1/2 hours he gave first aid to the wounded 
although his own hands were wounded by 
flak. Finally Air Sea Rescue picked them up 
after three crew members were lost at sea. 
For his heroic action, Lt. Herron received the 
DSC, the second highest honor our country 
awards. 

With the exception of one day when our 
water system went on the blink, we settled 
down into a steady routine all geared into 
operational requirements. We did celebrate 
our first birthday as a group with a cake to 
mark the occasion, and Jerry paid a visit to 
the vicinity. If it were not for the slight cov- 

ering of snow on the ground when Jerry came, 
you'd have thought it was Fourth of July 
night, for there was a great display of pyro- 
technics by the ack-ack batteries in the sur· 
rounding neighborhood and Jerry added to 
it by dropping several spectacular flares. 



/ 

MARCH 1944 

The speculation that had run rampant 
through the group for the past several weeks, 
finally was ended when we made our first ap
pearance in the skies over Berlin. In fact be
fore the month was over "Big B" took its place 
as a regular and frequent run, although by no 
means an easy one. This month we lost sev
eral personnel including such key people as 
Bombardier Dentoni and Navigator Jack Crot
ty, over Hitler's capitol. 

The honors for the first to visit Big B went 
to Herb Hamilton and Frank Bexfield when 
they led our ships there on the 3rd. Weather 
forced the mission to be abandoned but ex
citement ran high among the crews just as if 
the bombs had been dropped on the Unter 
Den Linden . For three successive days the 
385th led the Eighth Air Force to Berlin, final
ly successfully bombing on the third day. Al
together we visited Berlin six times during the 
month including one visual bombing run on 
the 8th when Dick Wheaten, flying with With
erspoon in the lead ship, scored 82% within 
2000 feet of the aiming point. 

Three other missions were accomplished 
in CA VU weather and the bombardiers made 
the most of the opportunity with Wheaten, 
Runyan and Beveridge doing particularly ef
fective jobs. Eighth Air Force tabulations for 
the past three months showed that the 385th 
led the Air Force in bombs within the 2000 
foot circle while we were second in the 1000 
foot circular error class. 

With better weather in sight and spring 
just around the corner, operations picked up 
considerably and continued to do so from here 

"Big B" at last feels the weight of our bombs 

The gym completed at last and ready for use 

Chaplain Jim Kincannon welcomes Capt. Ray 
Williams to the Group as the two of them sweat 
home the boys on the line. 



Teach er and pupil hold a reunion in the Air Force. 
Lt. Jim Hestand greets his old teacher in civilian 
life, S/Sgt. Jimmy Beaver. 

Lt. Hart displays his fondness for "Chicago" 

The boys gulp their coffee after returning 
from "Big B" 

Our leading Bombardiers check over the bomb 
run, Maj. 0. B. Ross, Group Bombardier, talks 
it over with Capts. Beveridge, Runyon and Stetson. 

r ,.,, 

A fine bit of bombing, being careful not to land 
on innocent Frenchmen, to say nothing of the 
Chartres Cathedral. 



on. Now that we had our extensive fighter 
support and could penetrate deeply into Ger
many effectively, morale hit a new high so 
that the increase of the length of the oper
ational tour to 30 missions from 25 had but 
few grumbles from the crews. -

The social season of Great Ashfield was 
in full swing and Special Services, the Red 
Cross and the Officers Club were very busy 
in arranging entertainment of all sorts. With 
the completion of the gymnasium on the sixth, 
a basketball tourney among the units on the 
base got underway very quickly and the ri
valry was keen. Two Aero Club dances. three 
Squadron parties, two Officers Club dances 
and a weekly Bingo Party filled our spare 
time. A Hill-Billy Band which Special Serv
ices had been sponsoring played at Wether
den's "Salute to the Soldier Week" celebration. 

Capt. John Martin, the genial flight Sur .. 
geon of the 55lst le·ft us to become Asst. 
Division Surgeon with Capt. Ray Williams 
joining us and taking over Martin's old job. 
Lt. Jesse Ashlock had a little extra work one 
night just after he took over as Senior Flying 
Control officer, when 11 RAF Lancasters land
ed at Great Ashfield when weather had closed 
in their home base before they could return 
from a mission. The big ships of the RAF 
caused quite a sensation among those on the 
line and the boys crowded around for a closer 
view. 

APRIL 1944 

In spite of the month opening with poor 
bombing weather, good weather rapidly ap
proached and the bombardiers anticipated 
more visual bombing. Our bombing in recent 
weeks had been excellent and the boys were 
anxious to keep their place as one of the top 
groups in the ETO on that score. 

The tempo of missions stepped up with 
even a doubleheader on the 27th. This in
crease in number of missions had everyone 
talking and guessing when the invasion would 
take place. On the lOth, everyone was sure 
that D Day had arrived as all passes, leaves 
and furlough were suddenly cancelled, but 
after 48 hours the ban was lifted. 18 missions 
with 12 of them visual kept Flying Control 

Back to Warnemunde to hit it again! 

The 100th mission party in the hangar was a 
quiet one after the day's mission 



Our bombers against the English sky 
on their way out 

busy. 471 aircraft were dispatched on oper· 
ational missions while an additional 435 took 
off on non-operational flights. Beveridge, Run
yan, Ross, Stetson, Thornock and Cole all 
turned in some very excellent bombing to 
keep our record high. The fact that such a 
high percentage of our bombs were dropping 
so close to the aiming point also meant that 
our formation flying was better and much 
tighter so that the bomb hits were concentrat
ed to say nothing of much better defense 

Friendly fighters at long last to escort us all the 
way-an 8th ·Air Force P-51 escort on our wing 

For the 100th time-bombs away ! 

A few tried to whoop it up at the 100th mission 
party to cheer things up 

against enemy fighter attacks. The vaunted 
Luftwaffe had not been so bothersome lately 
after the shellacing he took during the winter 
months and the extensive cover given us by 
our own fighters. 

Early in the month construction was start
ed on a 35mm. projection booth for the theatre 
so that we could discard our very much over
worked l6mm. projectors. We were antici
pating the premiere of these machines and 
screen. 

A ship comes home as the sun fades 

The last of the Group's format ion peals off to 
come in for a landing 



Preparations were made for a 100th mis
sion celebration toward the end of the month 
to be held in the Number One hangar. That 
day seemed doomed from the start, first with 
our entertainment being unable to journey 
from Ipswich because of a pre-invasion em
bargo on transportation. Then Mission No. 
100 turned out to be the worst licking the 
group had ever suffered at the hands of the 
Luftwaffe. Seven crews went down this day. 
the 29th. Now we knew how the 100th Bomb 
Group must have felt on some of their mis
sions. Our difficulty stemmed from the fact 
that a Pathfinder ship from another group was 
substituted for one of our own. ·The naviga
tor, apparently inexperienced at leading, wan
dered some 40 miles out of the bomber stream 
while navigating over the overcast on the way 
in to "Big B". Jerry fighters took swift advan
tage of our greatly outnumbered force al
though our gunners claimed 48 enemy fighters 
destroyed. With no friendly fighter support, 
our formation was out in left field and Jerry 
rarely misses such an opportunity. The beer 
party celebration fell flat and spirits were ex
ceedingly low over this loss, but it did re-em
phasize that we could not afford to make such 
mistakes for· the Luftwaffe was far from fin
ished. 

Bomb damage done by enemy sneak raider 
to Hangar No. 1 

Interior of Hangar No. 1 after enemy bomb 
landed on it 

MAY 1944 

Everyone eagerly inspects the damage 
to Hanger No. 1 

The remains of the 8-17 the Fire Department 
couldn't get out 



The mon'th started out much poorer for 
bombing than last month and we ran only one 
mission during the first week and that one re
sulted in no bombing as the weather turned 
against us. A Division recall and then more 
bad weather before we really began to roll. 
For seven days in a row our planes took off 
and we bombed on all but one mission. The 
pressure was really on. We were roaming 
the skies of Europe from Brussels to Zwichau. 
from Leon-Couvran to Berlin. The longer day
light hours were a big help to our overworked 
ground crews and our percentage of aircraft 
in commission had risen rapidly. Mainte
nance had been one of our biggest problems 
during winter months. In addition to the fac
tors of dampness and cold. there was dark-

Our bombs landing on the target at Zwickau
a mission for which we were cited 

Another blow to the enemy-this time Konigsborn 

ness. The planes would fly most of the day- 
light hours, leaving the repairs and servicing 
to be done after sundown-if there was a sun . 

The hanger space was so limited that 
only a few aircraft could be handled in them. 
And of course the blackout restrictions pre
vented anything but the most meagre lights 
around the airdrome. 

What was still difficult for the hard 
pressed ground crews though was missions 
that were scrubbed at take-off after all the 
night's work had been done. This happened 
for four successive days after a week of mis· 
sions, just doubling the amount of work for 
the Ordnance crews who had to unload as 
well . Three more missions in quick succes
sion and rumors were flying . 

The target at Zwickau 1s left a smoking ruin 

The great marshalling yards at Hamm receives a 
thorough going over 



One of our most outstandinq missions oc
curred on the 12th. This was the mission to 
Zwichau, Germany, in which the group bat
tled through heavy opposition to bomb an im
portant target successfully. It was led by Col. 
Vandevanter and for our job we received the 
following citation : 

The assigned high priority target on 
this date was the aircraft repair factory 
of G. Basser, K. G. On this highly suc
cessful eight hour operation, the 385th 
Bombardment Group (H) led the Divi
sion forces and the 4th Combat Bombard
ment Wing. The flight was a distance of 
twelve hundred and seventy ( 1270) miles 
at an altitude of 18,000 feet. Nine hun
dred and sixty-five (965) miles, consum
ing four hours and forty-six minutes fly
ing time, were over strongly defended en
emy territory. Of the 95,000 pounds of 
bombs dropped on this visual operation 
by the nineteen ( 19) aircraft comprising 
the lead group, 97 o/o struck within 2000 
feet of the preassigned aiming point. 51 o/o 
within 1000 feet and 18 % within 500 feet. 

Between 100 to 150 hostile fighters 
began to attack the force just south of the 
Coblenz Area. So determined were their 
head-on attacks, in waves of 20 to 30, 
that friendly fighters were unable to 
break up their formations. The lead air
plane of the lead squadron of the high 
composite group of the 4th Combat Wing 
was knocked out of formation. Flying 
in the high squadron position, the deputy 
leader with nine airplanes of the 385th 
Group. quickly took over as the lead 
squadron and reformed the high group. 
thus preventing the formation from break
ing up and falling prey to attacking en
emy fighters. A wing formation, trailing 
the 4th Combat Bombardment Wing, was 
broken up and dispersed by these same 
hostile fighters. While skillfully and 
courageously maintaining its own aircraft 
in close defensive formation in the face 
of this fierce enemy opposition, the 385th 
Group purposely slowed down the entire 
division formation until groups of the 
straggling wing could reform. As a re
sult of these attacks and anti-aircraft fire 
from enemy ground positions, eighteen 
( 18) out of the twenty-eight (28) air
planes belonging to the 385th Bombard
ment Group sustained battle damage. All 
participating aircraft of the 385th Group 
bombed the target. On the return jour
ney, two (2) B-17's were lost as a result 
of enemy action. Thirteen ( 13) officers 
and men are missing in action. The 
385th Bombardment Group (H) is offi
cially credited with destroying fifteen 
( 15) enemy aircraft, probably destroying 
three (3 ) , and damaging two (2) more. 

Undeterred by the vicious enemy 
fighter attacks and anti-aircraft fire , the 
officers and enlisted men of the 385th 
Bombardment Group (H ) displayed ex
traordinary heroism in fighting their way 
to the target. The determination, devotion 
to duty and total disregard for personal 
safety above and beyond that of all other 
units participating in the mission are in 
keeping with and add notably to the high
est and most cherished traditions of the 
Armed Forces of the United States. 
Early in the morning, of the 23rd, before 

dawn and as the ships were being loaded for 
a mission and the crews were finishing brief
ing, we had a surprise visitor. A German 
sneak raider came in over the field without 
warning and dropped seven 500 pounders 
along the perimeter track apparently using 
the guide lights as markers. Only one bomb 
did any real damage and that one landed on 
poor old Number One hangar that had pre
viously been damaged from our own bombs 
exploding and had just been repaired. Jerry's 
bomb destroyed one ship tnat was in the 
hangar while another one was saved through 
the courageous efforts of Lt. Barone and his 
Fire Department. The base sounded like 
Fourth of July with all the 50 calibre ammu
nition going off in the hangar from the ship 
that was hit and set fire to. Several narrow 
misses were made by the other bombs the 
raider dropped, one of them just missing a 
hardstand and a logded gasoline trailer 
parked there. Some ships on the 550th's clo
verleaf hardstand were spattered with clods 
of earth blown high by the bombs landin(J in 
the surrounding fields and these ships were 
withheld from the mission to be checked care
fully. Other planes were quickly loaded in 
their place and the mission took off on sched
ule. We were extremely fortunate, for if 
Jerry's bombardier had dropped a little to his 
right. on the crowded briefing room, the results 
would have been tragic for us. 

Two more missions followed without in
terruption, making it six in seven days with
out a rest for anyone. Excitement was high 
but the added work did not seem to bother 
anyone, for the big day seemed near-the day 
we all had been waiting for. On the 26th, we 
got a much needed stand-down, although the 
rest of the Division was out in force. 

We closed out the month of May with five 
missions in a row, hitting particularly the Ger
man transportation system some hard knocks. 
Everyone was on edge with the tension and 
expectancy mounting each day. On Memo
rial Day, we dedicated a memorial plaque in 
front of Station Headquarters to those from 
our group who had given their lives in this 
all-out war. The dedication was preceded by 
a large parade and review attended by Maj. 
Gen. Lemay and participated in by all person
nel on the station. Music was provided by 



The Memorial Plaque dedicated on Memorial Day, 
1944, with Gen Lemay present. The Plaque was 
transplanted to the churchyard in Great Ashfield 
for a permanent memorial to those of the Group 
who gave up their lives. . The stone for the monu
ment was quarried in Cornwall and brought to 
Great Ashfield. 
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The group prepares to pass in review by 
Maj. Gen. Lemay 

British Army Band from Bury . The spectacle 
was quite impressive and amazingly well per
formed considering that it was our first parade 
in the ETO. Such ceremonies had previously 
been banned due to the possibility of enemy 
bombing and strafing . 

One of the Squadrons passing Gen Lemay with 
eye right during the Memorial Day parade 

Gen. Lemay returns the salute of Col. Vandevanter 
during the Memorial Day parade 
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JUNE 1944 

If it may be said that a bomb group can 
"come of age" and assume the characteristics 
of maturity, then June is the month in which 
our change to adulthood took place. This is 
not to say that the group had not functioned 
well and efficiently in the past and that the 
change was noticable onl y because opera
tions . were well carried out , but rather that in 
June the group experienced its busiest month 
without flurry , fuss or even momentary break
down. The invasion of Normandy early in 
June meant more numerous and varied types 
of missions. However the group met new pro
cedures and problems with the dispatch , ef
ficiency and coolness of a mature and expe
rienced veteran. 

The records from Flying Control give 
striking evidence of the drastic increase in 
operations for the month : 717 aircraft were 
dispatched on operational m issions, an in
crease of 154 over May's previous high of 563. 
Since the effort. care, experience and prepar
ation put in to readying each plane for flight 
is a process of almost infinite detail, such an 
increase is in reality a figure whose connota
tion is as different from the bare term as night 
is from day. 

Col. Van and Capt. Jack Batty wear satisfied smiles 
on the return from the first mission on· D-Day 

Another of our ships blew up on its hardstand 
This damaging Hangar No. 2 

Debris is scattered for some distance. The B-17 's 
in background are only war-weary ships being 
scrapped. 

One of the proble ms precipitated by the 
beginning of the lon g a wai ted invasion that 
of brie fing two, three or e ve n fo ur missio ns in

a s ingle da y wa s me t by S-2 ond S-3 by the 
creation o f four bri efing tea ms to handle the 
new s ituation. With so many rnissions in a 
s ingle day it was fo und that t.he preparations 
of one mission inevitably overlapped that of 
another. 



Our living sites are now beginning to 
look very trim 

The confinement of all personnel to the 
base just before D Day gave a hint as to what 
was to come, although such restrictions had 
occurred before. D Day was a great satisfac
tion to all and fostered a great surge of mor
ale. As each plane returned that day to be 
reloaded for another mission, ground crews 
surrounded the combat men with eager ques
tions. Some disappointment was felt because 
an almost complete undercast prevented much 
view of the invasion forces approaching the 
beachheads. Subsequent to D Day there was 
a noticeable slump in morale when inclement 
weather hindered our aid to the bround forces 
and a general feeling that we were not doing 
our share in the invasion. 

The flying of the short type of tactical 
missions to bomb !Opecific military targets in 
the. moving pattern of the invasion plus the 
need for every available man called for a 
revision of the tour of operations standards as 
set up for the pre-invasion strategical heavy 
bombardmen t missions. Some confusion re
sulted for a few days as the period in which 
the tactical missions were flown coincided 
with a wave of completed tours of operations. 

An industrial plant 1n Paris gets a pasting 

Another accurate piece of bombing-this time 
Konigsborn in Germany 

Finally the operational tour as such was eli
minated and it was left to the - discretion of 
the Group Commander to relieve combat per
sonnel from combat status. 

June also marked the creation of an En
li sted Mens Council to develop "the extra cur
ricular activities of the enlis ted men of this 
station and to act as a Liaison group between 
the enlisted men and the officers." The Coun
cil under T Sgt. Martin A. Beske made sev
era l contributions of note; from the opening 
of a Coca-Cola Bar to improvements in shower 
rooms and mess halls. The tightening of dis
cipline and regulations was found necessary 
as a year on foreign service naturally made 
for laxity on the part of everyone. Transpor
tation regulations in particular were strength
ened to conserve our all important fuel whose 
consumption had been skyrocketing and em
phasis was placed on the defense of the sta
tion against the possibility of enemy counter
invasion parachute attacks . 

Although we had no recurrance of enemy 
bombing attacks, the night of the 7th saw hos
tile planes overhead as a mission . was return-
ing and preparing to land. This time the Ger-

The French port and installations of Nantes 
again is hit 



A fine straddling of runways with our bombs as an 
assist to invasion forces in Normandy 

man ra iders were discovered in time and ou r 
p lanes were ordereed to scatter and la nd at 
s tations in cen tra l Engla nd. Our ships re
turned to Gre at Ashfield after the all-c lear. 
We did lose one o f our aircraft late r in th e 
month when an accident simila r to the one 
o f almost a year ago. caused the sh ip. loaded 
with bombs for a mission, to catch fire and 
blow up on its hardstand. Fo rtunate ly the 
c rew abandoned the ship and no o ne was in
jured . This time it was Hanga r Number 
Two that suffered the effec ts of the blas t; and 
the repairs on the other hangar were not yet 
comple ted from the damage by the enemy 
las t month. Continued experiments and tests 
by Capt. Tom Harrison and his Armament 
me n apparently located the cause of these 
q u ick fi res and subsequent explosions and 
s teps were taken to remedy the trouble to 
eliminate any future accident s. 

June saw the departure to a bigger as
signment of Major Oscar Davenport with Capt. 
Harry Monfort taking over Dove's dut ie s as 
Station S-4. Another of the "origina ls" left us 
for bigger endeavors when Sep. Richard be
came Wing Operations Officer w ith Cap t. 
Harlan K. Inglis assuming the job as Traini ng 
Officer. 

A unique mission was performed on the 
25th when Hamilton led our group to the 
Grenoble area of Southern France to drop 
weapons and equipment in special containers 
to the French Maquis who were doing yeo
man work behind the enemy lines. Our Ar
mament and Ordnance sections had already 
conducted extensive tests on the loading and 
dropping characteristics of the containers and 
the mission was highly successful. all equip
ment being dropped within the designated 
pasture. It should not go unmentioned that 
the 385th had its personal representatives 
who took part in the invasion with the ground 

-----------~ 

forces. Capt. W. C . Huff. the 550th 's Flight 
Surgeon along with S / Sgt. George Ives and 
Cpl. Joseph Boil participated in the Normandy 
invasion as Medical men operating on the 
be a chhead. 

Personnel finally completed its exhaust
ive s urvey of our manpowe r situation and the 
resultant manning table was put into effect. 
The purpose of this manning table was to al
locate personnel and ranks to each section 
on the base, many of which were not repre
sented on any Table of Organization. With a 
minimum of change, all personnel of the many 
units on the base were then assigned to their 
manning table posit ion. The new system in
s u red that personnel would be assigned and 
available where they were needed most, and 
that ratings would be distributed more on a 
bas is of job importance and responsibility. 

JULY 1944 

A comparison with July 1943, our first 
operational month in the ETO is in itself a 
fitting testimonial to the progressiveness and 
efficiency of the personnel of the group. 

July '43 saw an embryonic organization 
to the tremendous advance of allied air power. 
settling at a half completed base in a new 
theatre of operations. Everythinq was strange 
to them and the most simple task assumed 



Station Headquarters 

Picket fences . cement walks and shrubs are a far 
cry from a year ago when we first hit Great Ash
field. 

gigantic proportions. Most of the personnel 
were housed in tents, eating in two small and 
incomplete mess halls. There were no rec
reational facilities, operations block or station 
headquarters. Many of the buildings had no 
lights or telephone . In addition there was a 
difficult personnel problem to solve; for it 
was necessary to amalgamate the four bomb 
squadrons which had operated from separate 
fields in the States with nine other organiza
tions assigned to this station. Each operation 
was performed only after much planning and 
laborious checking of details. 

July '44- in one year the base had been 
completely transformed. All personnel were 
living in comfortable barracks. We had four 
large mess halls in operation. a theatre. Aero 
Club. gymnasium, ops block and many other 
conveniences. The personnel of the base 
through work and understanding of the other 
man's job had been welded into a homoge
neous unit. The performance of operational 
missions meant merely setting in motion the 
many standard practices and established pro
cedures. We were now a well-balanced com
bat team. 

Even surrounding British farm houses on the sta
tion look trimmer 

Baseball furnishes a lively interest for off duty 
hours and regular scheduled games are played 

on the diamond inside the perimeter. 

The genial player coach of our ball team, Jim 
Hamilton 



Statistically the group dropped seven 
times the tonnage of bombs in July '44 that it 
did in July '43. We put over the target eight 
times the number of aircraft and suffered only 
one-tenth the percentage of losses. All this 
was done without any increase in ground per
sonnel. A brief summary of the two months 
is of interest: 
July '44 
17 
596 
34 
474 
1111.8 
543 
6 
51 
0.93% 
15930 
65 
110 
1205 A/C 

Missions 
A/ C Airborne 
A/ C Aborts 
A / C Attacking 
Tons of Bombs 
Sorties Flown 
Ships Lost 
MIA, KIA, etc. 
Attrition Rate 
Nautical Miles Flown 
Enemy A/ C Claims 
Fighter Attacks 
Fighter Encounters 

July '43 
7 

142 
20 
59 

155.5 
120 

8 
81 

6.7 % 
6950 

9 
3 

27 A/ C 

Golf had its devotees-with Tom Kenny, and Don 
Hunter of the 584th about to tee off on the course 
Bury St. Edmunds. 

Apart from such conveniences as clubs, 
theatre, beer hall, gym, social and cultural 
activities, dozens of little services which the 
men of the base performed for each other all 
made the station characteristic of a commu· 
nity in itself. If a watch needed repair, there 
was a man who could fix it; a strap needed 
for a wrist watch, a former leather worker 
was ready to supply one; an ex-tailor ob· 
tained a sewing machine and made repairs 
on uniforms; another made rings to send home 
for gifts. From useless chunks of plexi-glass, 
new crystals for watches were fashioned . The 
photo lab was set up to take personal pic
tures. And so it went. All these extras were 
just that and did not interfere with operations, 
but added so much to the comfort and con· 
venience of all. 

Old "Rum-Dum," one of the originals, still goes 
out and comes back to score another mission 

Maj. Frank Bexfield and lead pilot, Capt. G. _A. West, look satis
fied with the mission from which they have 1ust returned . 



AUGUST 1944 

August marked the end of a phase. The 
man who had put the group toge ther had 
gone. The phase just ended was a glorious 
one. In over a year of combat, the 385th had 
rained destruction on the enemy throughout 
the length and breadth of the Fortress Europe. 
In that year the group had grown into a 
strong , smooth-running purposeful organiza
tion. It had become a monument to the man 
who built it and who guided it from its in
fancy . And now that man had gone. 

On the early morning of the 24th, after 
our planes had taken off on a mission to 
Brux led by the new Group Commander, Lt . 
Col. George Y. Jumper , a lone B-17 lumbered 
down the perimeter to the runway and soon 
was roaring its way into the sky. In it went 
Colonel Vandevanter, who, for over 18 months 
had been our inspiring leader through the 
ups and downs of our existence. A small 
group, with mixed feelings, stood by the con
trol tower watching the ship slowly circle the 
field . Jim Lewis- with him Col. Van had 
worked many long hours since the first days 
at Geiger to fashion what had become one of 
the finest combat units in the Air Force. Herb 
Hamilton, the acting Air Exec ., watched si
lently thinking of the air battles over Europe 

What we saw as we looked down on Big D 

Another marshalling yard-Belfort, feels the weight 
of our accurate bombing 

Amid wh istles of appreciation , the Windmill Girls 
perform for us on a special stage built in Hanger 
No. 1. 



Col. Van expresses our appreciation to Maestro 
Vandamm and his Windmill cast for giving up their 
free time to come from London to put on their 
show for us. 

Col. Van about to review the troops for the last 
time just prior to his leaving the Group. He is 
chatting with Brig. Gen. A. W. Kissner, 3rd Divi
sion Chief of Staff, while our new C. O., Col. 
Jumper and our Wing Commander Brig. Gen. 
(then Col.) Castle look on. 

Group Staff Officers line up for the review. Left 
to right: Lt. Col. Lewis, Majors Anderson, McWil
liams, Leonard, Capt. Huff, Maj. Monfort, Chap
lains Scherer and Kincannon. 

that he had flown with Col. Van and realiz
ing that we were losing a superb combat 
leader. And Sgt. Jimmy Catania , the Col
onel's ever present driver and confidant, who, 
forsaking all personal pleasures, had given 
himself completely in unstinting service- he 
had lost a friend. 

And our new Commander, Col. Jumper, 
coming from the neighboring 447th Group
what of him? The new C. O. thought to him· 
self that the intense loyalties which troops 
hold for a strong man make life a miserable 
thing for a successor. So thinking he walked 
softly, almost apologetically, into the confines 
of the office which bore the awesome nota
tion, 'Commanding Officer '. 

Vandevanter, Kissner and Castle ready 
to review the troops 

Pass in review! Col. Van takes the salute while 
Lt. Bon, of the 161 st Motion Picture Unit records 
it. 



Reporting S-2 Forms 

Interrogating a crew back from Big B 

But the new boss found that his fears, if 
fears they were, were without foundation . Of 
course, there was Jimmy, his driver and self
appointed upholder of the dignity of officers. 
Jimmy, who, when he'd disapprove some de
parture from custom, never hesitated to say 
w1th just the right amount of deference, 'Sir, 
the Colonel. never used to do that.' And there 
was Sam, the resplendent headwaiter in the 
staff . mess, who was at first a little niggardly 
in his customary flourishes. But with a little 
subtle psychology the new boss got them on 
his side. The new boss became 'the Colonel' 
to Jimmy and Sam's flourishes were as har
moniously unrestrained as ever they were. 
The entire organization like the good soldiers 
they were, were as loyally at hard work as 
ever. The group moved on into the new phase, 
strongly, on the sound structure welded in the 
fire of war. 

SEPTEMBER 1944 

After the rigorous scitedule of missions 
during the spring and summer, September 
saw a tapering off with only ll operational 
missions recorded, most of them PFF. During 
the latter part of the month our Pathfinder 
crews returned to our own base but the ships 
remained at Bury to be flown and maintained 
from there for a few weeks more. With this 
move a lead crew briefing room was estab
lished to be devoted to target study and PFF 
Intelligence-operations. 

September also saw the return for Col. 
McDonald and Major Bunting, the Group Sur
geon, both of whom had been on a visit to the 
States. 

The theatre, with its new projectors 
proved very popular as evidenced by a total 
attendance of 27,065 at the 70 movie shows 
during the month. In addition, our well 
equipped stage held six stage shows. After 
some six months' continuous labor the recap
ping of the perimeter and the runways was 
nearly completed, with the main runway be
ing closed for eight days during the month 
while the resurfacing was in progress. It is 
almost unbelievable that our aircraft could 
pulverize and penetrate eight inches of solid 
concrete. Now another six inch concrete cap 
had been added to all perimeter tracks and 
runways-but the process was a constant 
source of irritation to flying control and pilots. 

Almost nightly during the last two weeks 
of the month from 2200 to 2300 hours and from 
0400 to 0500 hours, two to six buzz bombs 
crossed our field at low altitudes but fortu-



One less bridge used to support the enemy against 
our Ground Forces-this one was at Coblenz 

it's hard to recognize No. 1 Hanger after Capt. 
Bernie Paski, Cpl. Ploss and their assistants get it 
ready for the 200th mission party. 

nately with sufficient fuel to carry them sev
eral miles beyond. At first there were many 
sceptics who refused to budge out of a warm 
bed on the alert. but when the first of these 
low flying infernal machines whizzed over the 
top of the Officers' Club while a dance was in 
progress, everyone became a Christian. 

Under Col. Lewis, preparations were in 
progress for the 200th mission party. A trav
eling carnival was scheduled to be set up near 
the control tower inside the perimeter, aug
mented by booths sponsored by each unit. 
Number One Hangar, now repaired from the 
bomb damage was converted to a stage and 

auditorium. One end of the hangar was to 
have a large stage 75 feet by 52 feet con
structed out of bomb boxes. The show in the 
hangar was to be built around Glenn Miller 's 
Band. Invitations were sent to Generals 
Spaatz, Doolittle, Partridge and Harbo1d . 
What appeared to be building up to a tre
mendous affair, began to fall apart as some 
of the entertainment notified us that they 
could not be present: Bea Lillie had to return 
to the States, Marlene Dietrich to France and 
Ben Lyon could not make it. But we still had 
the carnival and Miller's Band- Sans Miller. 

OCTOBER 1944 

The 200th Mission Party was a large suc
cess in spite of the fact it was beset with 
complications of cancellations of guest stars 
and a temporary breakdown of the public ad
dress system. The extremely effective job of 
Lt. Paski and Cpl. Ploss assisted by a group 
of the men in transforming the hangar was 
an outstanding feature. It was difficult to rec
ognize the hangar as such once you stepped 
inside. The two large decorative clowns that 
appeared to be holding back the curtains of 



The lady guests beg in to arri ve for the 
200th mission party 

The lady guests from London seem to 
en joy the chow line 

The Carnival IS set up inside the perimeter 

Lady guests having lunch 1n one of 
our mess halls 

The 548th Squadron's exhibit of a B-17 in the Car
nival was very popular with the younger genera
tion in ' particular as evidenced by one of them 
leaning out of the pilot's seat. 

Fun for all and for one day we all 
became kids again 



the stage lent a carnival atmosphere. Major 
Glenn Miller's Band of 50 musicians with Ray 
McKinley, Mel Powell. Johnny Desmond and 
others shared the spotlight with Paula Green, 
the BBC songstress and Alan Paul piano vir
tuoso who were wildly acclaimed. Through 
the efforts of James Dyrenforth. Production 
Manager of the BBC. a part of the program 
was broadcast to the States. More than 1500 
girls were guests of the men of the base, 200 
of them coming from London by special train. 
Although every booth of the midway and the 
merry-go-round and dodge-' em cars were 
crowded from the opening in the morning. the 
presentation by the 877th Chemical Co. of 
"Lulu, the Wonder Girl" enacted by Pvt. John 
Stack was the most popular. 

With the 200th Mission Party over on the 
first day of the month we went back to busi
ness. It was a month of change. Many old 
timers moved on. Lt. Col. James McDonald, 
an original staff member, long our well-liked 
and tremendously respected Air Exec., moved 
to 4th Combat Wing to become Chief of Staff. 

Pitch a copper-try your luck-Wils Welcher 
and some of the others try theirs 

Three NCO's look very concerned over their 
chance· in another booth in the carnival 

Part of the crowd of more than 3000 who saw Glen 
Miller's band perform in fhe hanger 

Some of the celebrities-brass to you-attending 
were Lt. Gen. Doolittle, Col. Jumper, Maj . Gen. 
Partridge, B. G. Harbold, B. G. Castle, Capt. Vis
man, Lt. Col. Lewis, Lt. Col. Kenny. 

Jimmie Doolittle smilingly signing a 
shortsnorter bill 



When he left, one of the colorful characters 
that had made the 385th what it was was 
was gone. Then another able and efficient 
old timer moved on- Lt. Col. Herb Hamilton 
who began as a lead crew pilot, rose to a 
Squadron C. 0 ., then progressed to Group 
Operations Officer, and finally Air Exec. re
turned to the States. For a year and a half 
he had worked ceaselessly, driving, fighting, 
and compiling brilliant combat and adminis
trative records. He, too, was part of the soul 
and spirit of the organization that Col. Van 
had created. The pace of change was accel
erating. 

Also among those who had served their 
term was Lt . Col. William M. Tesla. Bill had 
finished his combat tour and he was the only 
original Squadron C. O. still with the qroup. 
With his going the change in the spirit of the 
organization retused to be ignored. There 
were other changes coming. Before long most 
of our people in the air echelon were new. 
The ground personnel. of course, was about 
the same and constituted a stabilizing in
fluence, a tie to the past and to the people 
who built with toil and courage the record of 
the past. The change was inevitable in spite 
of a nostalgic wish for the preservation of 
this fraternity of struggling men. Nothing can 
exist without change, a change in evolution 
and w ith that evolution comes generally some
thing a little better, more efficient, born of 
past experience than before, provided, of 
course, that the evolutionary forces bend the 
product of evolution in the right direction . The 
old timers who left had built well. Our tech
nique, our methods, our equipment might im- 
prove but our guiding principles, our morale, 
our policies were built on the firm foundation 
they had established. 

Poor flying conditions marked a curtail
ment of visual bombing. The group ran only 
14 missions and on only three was the target 
sighted. The results from visual bombing 
ranged from good to excellent which indicates 
that the strong emphasis placed on lead crew 
training has finally begun to pay dividends 
again. 

On the mission to Berlin, O ctober 6th, the 
group suffered its biggest loss to date. All 11 
ships of the high squadron were knocked 
down by a mass attack of nearly 75 enemy 
fighters. The German Air Force was far from 
licked and was adopting new tactics in attack
ing bombers. On this mission the enemy air
craft massed for attack from 5-7 o'clock high, 
with each fighter picking out a separate bomb
er . Our only defense was to keep our small 
11 ship formation in a tiqht defensive qroup. 
The loss of veteran Capt. Ed Herron, flying 
with Capt Jack Batty was keenly felt. 

Preparations were started to anticipate the 
problems which the approaching wint er 
months would bring with particular emphasis 

on transportation equipment and heating facil 
ities. Several steps were undertaken to over· 
come the tendency for morale to decrease with 
the increase in the number of months overseas. 
Contributing to the changing picture person· 
nel-wise, was the greatest graduation of corn
bat crews we had ever had in a month- 32. 

NOVEMBER 1944 

As the group went into its second English 
winter, it was a far cry from a year ago when 
we were buried in mud . Mud; if there is any 
subject. any thought, that will remain in the 
minds of us synthetic citizens of East Anglia, 
it will be mud. A year ago, mud was in our 
shoes, on our clothes, on our hands, even in 
our hair. Mud was in our airplanes, even in 
our quarters. 

Herb Hamilton just before he finally left fhe 
Group. One of the first of the originals to go 
during the winter of '44-'45 . 



The last of the original squadron commanders to 

return home was Bill Tesla, hard-working C. O. of 
the 550th. 

Capt. Joe Matuna looks skyward at some of his 
lead crews on a practice mission 

Tom Kenny, the 548th's mentor who doubled 
for a spell as Deputy Group Commander 

This winter of 1944, although there was 
still plenty of mud, it no longer really trou
bled us. In a year we had widened our 
roads. We had a complete station. All around 
the base walks of cinders or concrete slabs 
replaced the slippery mud holes through 
which we trod last winter on our sloppy way . 

Mud wasn't the only source of confusion 
last winter. There was another. The 385th 
had been operational only for four months and 
had just become an augmented doub1 e 
strength combat group. The engineering and 
operations sections were still trying desperate
ly to find the solution, the magic formu1 a 
which could keep the airplanes running and 
in the air. Everybody stayed up all night; 
Everybody in trying to help. got into the way 
of everybody else. Now we knew the magic 
formula. The line at night was a quiet, order
ly business place. In the operations office the 
methodical precision was actually soothing. 
Thinking of last winter's frenzied rushin g 
around, is was hard to realize that. in all the 
clatter and tearing of hair we had not been 
accomplishing any more than we now were 
so calmly and by routine doing. 

The temper of the crews too was different. 
Last winter there was a quiet. despairing sort 
of resignation evident in the combat men. The 
escort of long range fighters , a new thing, was 
still too meagre to cover us completely. On 



every mission we expected, and usually got. 
a terrific reaction from the fighters of the Luft
waffe. Our losses were high. Of those who 
went into action few ever got back home to 
the States. This winter of 1944 fighters still 
hit us occasionally. more often than we liked, 
and the flak was still bad . But with the ad
vent and the increasing effectiveness of radar 
bombing through the overcast. each mission 
had a much higher chance of being success
ful. Bombing through overcast also decreased 
the effectiveness of enemy fighters and flak. 

But the loss rate was low and the men felt 
that their chances were good. Their winter 
psychology was good . 

Old "Hard Life" himself, Capt. Jesse Ashlock, 
whose voice, as Senior Flying Control Officer, was 
well known to all flying personnel. 

Two "Poisonalities," Hymie and Scoop 

One of our orignals, Ed Faroe, Operations Officer 
of the 549th Squadron 

The 548th's crack golfer and operations officer, 
Jim Emmons 



Weather limited the groupo to 12 opera
tional missions. It was not an easy month on 
our personnel. Combat crews had many mis
sions scrubbed and all the missions were PFF. 
Weather also made things very difficult for 
ground crews. Extensive battle damage re
sulted in the ground crews working unusually 
long hours, very often at night and usually in 
rain or snow and without cover. Their effi
ciency and spirit remained high in spite of 
these obstacles. 

Several more personnel changes t o o k 
place during the month. Major Archie Benner 
left for the States and Major Charlie Reid 
took over the 549th Squadron as C. O., Major 
H. T. Witherspoon also went home, but Spoon 
came back with us after a short rest. Major 
"Moon" Mullin took over the 55lst while Ma
jor John Thrift assumes Bill Tesla's command 
of the 550th. Tom Kenny doubled as Air 
Exec. as well as commanding his 584th Squad
ron. With the creation of the 4th Bomb. Wing 
(Provisional) out of the 4th Combat Wing 
Major O. B. Ross, our Group Bombardier and 
Capt. William Studdard, Station Quartermas
ter both joined the Wing with Francis Stetson 
taking over for Ross and Wally Moore for 
Studdard. 

DECEMBER 1944 

Winter comes again to Great Ashfield 

Station Headquarters in winter garb 

Chapel services are well attended 

In December all of us were busy fighting 
the war. We had little time to think of much 
else, which was probably lucky. When we 
did think, most of us thought of home. Of all 
the year. Christmas is the time when men are 
most homesick. This year the second for most 
of us, we were very conscious of the fact that 
Christmas was here and we were still far from 
home. 

On the 16th, came the Battle of the Bulge. 
On the first day the Luftwaffe came up in 



Under Special Services, a minstrel show 
is presented 

strength and dealt a smashing blow to the 
ground forces in several surprise assaults. 
The next day fog closed in over the battlefield 
and airpower was grounded. At Great Ash
field airmen read the news and cursed, know
ing that our bombers could have upset the 
enemy's progress and attack. Indeed airpow
·er was the only force which could have been 
brought to bear on the situation with anything 
like the required speed of massing. But as the 
airmen looked into the sky their eyes saw 
nothing but fog. Visability on the ground did 
not exceed 50 feet. In the air it was less. 
Bombers stood poised on their hardstands. 
bombs rested with silent grimness in the 
dumps and fliers scanned the skies for a break 
in the weather, their nerves taut and strained 
from the chains of inaction in a time of crisis. 
Day after day went by and still the fog hung 
thickly over the land. "What good are we do
ing here" was the sentiment on all sides of 
ground as well as combat crews. Had a con
voy passed the gates headed for France call
ing for volunteers to go to the front, the base 
would have been emptied as fast as men could 
have been transported out. For the first time 
they were feeling the war. The fliers, of 
course, had tasted battle, but to the ground 
personnel who had been servicing in relative
ly peaceful atmosphere, the machinery of air 
power the past 18 months fighting was a spec
tacle they read or heard dramatized over their 
radios. But now their own countrymen were 
being pushed around by the enemy. There 
was fight in everyone's eye. 

When, on the night of the 23rd the fog 
lifted a sigh of relief seemed to pu1sate 
throughout the entire group. Men walked 
about with a springier step, and a "This is it" 
spirit was in the air. When the alert was 
passed around the field, men were eager to 
go to their jobs. Some ground men even re
ported to duty before they were summoned. 

The next morning an  armada of 57 bomb
ers rose from Great Ashfield in grim stately pro-

The interlocutor and an end man carry on a 
snappy repartoire m ministrel show 

The Medical Dept. set up a permanent exhibit of 
field sanitation methods 



A Christmas party was given by the men in the 
Aero Club for the children of a nearby orphanage 
complete with Santa Claus. 

The Christmas spirit is everywhere 

cession. They were carrying a record load of 
bombs--1 00 tons of bombs racked for a devas
tating plunge on the enemy. All over Eng
land, at the myriad bases dotted here and 
there, the scene was being repeated. More 
than 2000 bombers and a 1000 escorting fight · 
ers of the Eighth Air. Force rose that day to 
do battle in support of their comrades on the 
battlefields of France. 

As twilight came on this Christmas eve, 
our bombers returned-all but one-and with 
them came 36 B-17s from the 1st Division di
verted to Great Ashfield because of bad 
weather in the Midlands. One by one, our air
craft landed while our 36 visitors flew the pat-

-----------.... 

tern in formation with their landing lights on 
like lighted Christmas trees suspended in the 
sky. From the Control Tower all over East 
Anglia the same sight met the observer's eyes. 
It was a spectacle long to be remembered. 

That night in the Officer's Club was very 
quiet. There was a party. There were girls 
and music and half hearted dancing. But the 
stag line was short. The lads were sitting alone 
in the corners, nursing a beer, staring off into 
space and thinking of their girls or their wives 
and kids at home. Much of the sadness this 
night was due to the loss of Gen. Castle who 
had been a very familiar figure at G. A. On 
the line there was little time for such thoughts 
for ground crews were busy servicing and re
pairing the 36 additional aircraft. 

JANUARY 1945 

The new year saw a crisis in our man
power situation. We were being called upon 
to send personnel as replacements to the in
fantry and the usual winter sicknesses were 
further sapping our already depleted man -
power. Although the Russians had dispelled 
the gloom of the previous month, all was not 
rosy. The call up of Air Force personnel to 
serve as infantry replacements had met with 
a mixed reception. The majority spoke about 
the new program with the loquacity of men 
who felt the sword of Damocles hanging over 
them. Everyone wondered who was to go 



JUMPER'S VALIANTS ROSTER oF OFFICERS 

JANUARY 
1945 

T he Ground Officers and Staff Officers of the Group as of January, I 945 

next. Almost half of the 56 who went were 
volunteers and several more who tried to .go 
were disapproved because of their peculiar 
technical skills. 

The further inroads on our thinly spread 
ground personnel called for further evaluation 
of every job on the base. No stone could be 
left unturned in the conservation program. A 
Ground Safety program was set  up under 
lst Lt. Robert Knight in the Personnel section 
to study and analyze the causes of accidents 
on the ground and develop an active safety 
program to reduce and eliminate such acci
dents with the resultant conservation of man
hours presently lost as a result of them. The 
Medical Department extended the prophylaxis 
treatments from respiratory infections to all 
ground personnel to reduce the number of 
man-hours lost from colds, grippe, etc., partic
ularly on the line among the ground crews. 
In spite of our relatively comfortable living, 

The men in the Photo Lab put strike photos in 
the "soup" 



Col. Jumper inspects the Aero Club 
with Caroline Buehler 

The social season at Great Ashfield is in full sway. 
One of the dances at the Officers Club 

we were more susceptible to this type of in
fection this winter of 1944 than in 1943--and 
when we could ill-afford the time lost. 

Engine changes and recovery from battle 
damage were points that came under most 
careful scrutiny. Time studies on engine 
changes showed that efficiency depended 
upon organization and pressure. Last month's 
average of nine hours lost between the time 
the plane was called out for an engine change 
until the change was started, was reduced to a 
mere three hours this month. The actual time 
for an engine change to the point where the 
plane was ready to be slo-timed last month 
was 52 hours on the average; this month it 
was 32 1/2 hours. The best individual record 
was an elapsed time of 11 hours. 

Out of these studies came a new proce
dure : Replacing these engines with service
able engines from war-weary, training, excess 
PFF and planes out for major battle damage. 
thus eliminating the time lost pending accom
plishment of engine slo-time-many times held 
up in the weather we've been having. In such 
a manner a plane coming back from a mis
sion in need of an engine change could be 

Flak is still just as bad as Crew Chief M-Sgt. E. N. 
Hallisey discovers in checking his ship, just back 
from a mission. 

The Medical Staff, as usual, parked on the line 
as the ships come home from a mission 

made ready over night for the next day's mis
sion. 

Extensive discussions were held amon g 
S-4, S-1 and line personnel to develop stand
ards from which an accurate Rate of Battle 
Damage Recovery could be established. A 
tentative standards list was drawn and subse
quent revisions made as more data becam? 
available. This served to make the engi
neering status board on available aircraft for 
operational missions much more accurate. 

With all this going on we still had 18 mis
sions to prepare for, 15 of which were airborne. 
Of these only four were visual. Capt. John 
Nejedlik replaced Paul Schulz who returned 
to the States as Group Navigator, while Capt. 
Frank Walls on his second tour took over as 
Group Training Officer. 

Our group was picked for several experi
mental tests on doubled bomb loads for short
er missions where the fuel load was not so 
great-more work for our hard pressed ord
nance and armament personnel. We had sever
al days of unusual cold and so much snow that 



A little business for the Medics as one of the lads 
got a piece of flak for a souvenir 

The first of a series of signs and posters to make 
us safety conscious in the interest of saving man
power. 

even our snow plows were put in action. On 
the 16th a high wind and electrical storm de
stroyed our main intake electric switch cutting 
off our power for three days and forcing us to 
use our auxiliary system. 

Toward the end of the month we were 
honored with the return of the USO company 
of "Blythe Spirit" which had made such a big 
hit during their presentation in the fall. Head
ded by Peggy Wood, all of us not only en
joyed the company's performance but found 
them to be a wonderful group of people. 

Depot Engineering keep our engines overhauled 
and ready for rapid engine changes by Squadron 
Engineering. 

FEBRUARY 1945 

February brought the end of the British 
winter and poor flying weather and we were 
able to make visual sightings on a number of 
targets. With this better weather the Eighth 
Air Force stepped up its drive against the en· 

· emy. The intensity of the effort was reflected 
in the fact that we flew 11 missions in the fi
nal 13 days of the month. 

This was the month of inspections from 
top side. First Maj. Gen. Partridge, our C. G. 
of 3rd Bomb Division visited us, followed by 
the War Department Manpower Commission 
and finally the Air Inspector General from 
Washington. It was an honor rather dubious
ly accepted to have been selected one of the 
very few installations to be visited by the last 



Mustaches became the rage and here are two of 
our finer products, Bill Filter and "Shorty" lnglis 

Maj. Kenny and Col. Jumper "sweating 'em in" 
on the control tower 

two groups for inspection in the entire Eighth 
Air Force. 

Strength figures reflected .a considerable 
drop in ground personnel due to a second in
crement shipped out to the infantry and this 
necessitated a radical curtailment of some 
"luxury items" and the readjustment of house
keeping overhead on a much broader basis. 

After flying 250 missions with the 4th 
Combat Wing, the group was switched to the 
93rd Combat Wing under B. G. John Gerhart 
on the 17th. A few days later, the first piloted 
intruder aircraft was spotted in the vicinity 
since June 7th of last year. Our sleep had 

Genial "Spoon" who succeeded Herb Hamilton 
as Deputy Group Commander and Air Executive 

Two "Paddlefeet" discuss some problems. Harry 
Monfort, the Group S-4, visits with Ed Stern, the. 
550th Exec. at the Red Squadron's living site. 

been peaceful the past few weeks as no buzz 
bombs had come our way, although we did 
have a couple of V-2 rockets in the neighbor
hood. 

Basketball was going full blast this month 
with 37 station league games and eight Divi
sion league games. Competition was keen 
and the rivalry at such a high pitch that a 
stranger would have wondered which enemy 
we were fighting. Capt. Wilson Wal cher 
moved over into Special Services, with Bill 
Grist taking over the duties as 55lst Exec. Of-



Old Man Winter gives us one more blast and the 
Ground Crews make the most of the snow 

ficer. Johnny Sotak took Grist's Adjutant 
post. 

At long last an NCO Club was established 
in the old Officers Club building and proved 
a welcome addition to recreational facilities 
on the station. In addition, the much talked 
about broadcasting station has become a re
ality. A direct tie-line with the American 
Forces Network pipes their broadcasts direct
ly to us. With the installation of loud speak
ers, in barracks, messes, recreation centers, 

" Doc" Savage, Adjutant of the Sub-Depot, and 
his inseparable bicycle 

etc., we were enjoying these programs with
out interference. 

After much discussion as to which sec
tion should have the responsibility of them, 
the much maligned flak suits finally were 
given to each Squadron Ordnance Section to 
store and service. With this decision the mo
bile "flak shacks" came into being to collect 
and store the suits from each aircraft. 

The much maligned flak shacks that finally became 
the responsibility of the Squadron Ordnance Sec
tions. 

MARCH 1945 



General Partridge decorates Col. Lewis and a 
Tech. Sgt. from another base, with Silver Stars 

A new problem cropped up this month
the problem of being unable to train new 
crews. The situation developed out of the fact 
we flew 22 operational missions amassing a 
total of 794 aircraft sorties and 7146 crew per
sonnel sorties. On the basis of 35 sorties per 
crew 23 crews completed operations during 
the month. The actual record shows 19 crews 
did complete and were no longer available 
for missions with 20 new crews assigned. 

For 22 days we set out to dispatch 38 air
craft each mission. Battle damage, engine 
and mechanical failures were about normal. 
The average number of aircraft on the station 
each day was 58.6 while the number out of 
commission averaged 4.6. With a balance of 
54 aircraft. 11.7 of which were Pathfinder 
ships which had to be used in training lead 
crews only, there were no aircraft with which 
to train the replacement crews. Eiqht more 
missions and 15 more crews would graduate; 
at this rate we would soon have had only un
trained crews to do the job. 

For the first time in a long while, the group 
was subjected to a concentrated enemy fight
er attack on the mission of the 2nd to Ruhland 
and four crews were lost. A steady increase 
in the number of enemy jet fighters had been 
noticed. 

Although this ship managed to get home -after a 
mid-air collision, the Bombardier and Engineer 
baled out before the pilot rescinded his bail out 
order. 

A forced landing on the English coast 

The first of several former Ground Forces 
personnel joined the group this month and 
were most welcome. A one day indoctrina
tion program was instituted to familiarize 
these men not only with the Air Forces but 
particularly the 385th and the functional or
ganization of the station. 

The downfall of Germany was becoming 
apparent with S-2 removing the data on so 
many of our former targets to their inactive 



Lt. Louis Des Cognets of the 549th, who came 
back to the Group for a second tour after he had 
completed one back in '43. 

Ground Crew men throw a ball around on a hard
stand waiting for takeoff time for this ship 

files. It did not seem so long ago that the 
deep penetration raids to th.ese now over-run 
targets were greeted with anxiety over the safe 
r turn of our crews. 

A major change in the engineering per-
onnel was made, necessitated by the depar-

tur of Capt. Amold Levine, the group's En-
gineering Officer since training days in the 
States. Capt. Levine left for a new assign-
ment on the Continent and Major Charlie 
Hirt. the Sub-Depot Engineering officer as-
sumed Levine's duties with Capt. Edward 
Pratt, the 549th Squadron Engineering Officer 
taking Hirt's old job. 1st L . Allan Chealand-

replaced Pratt in the 549tb. 
Major Francis Stetson, the Group Bomb-

ing officer had been faced with the problem 
of conserving his available bombardiers. The 
problem arose not from any enemy action but 
from the fact that a large number of bom· 
bardiers were completing their tours and many 
replacement crews coming from the States 
had Toggliers instead of bombardiers. To 

remedy this, bombardiers were flown only in 
bombsight positions except on new crews on 

M a j .  Frank Walls, who took over training, goes 
up for practice mission 

their first operational missions and never as 
navigators. 

The broadcasting station began its first 
broadcasts this month piping both AFN pro
grams and local record playing shows to~ the 
personnel of the station. So popular did it 
become that the Communications section un- 
der Capt. Fred Harvey was swamped with re
quests for speakers to be installed all over 
the base. 

The first of several scheduled special air
plane visits to Paris was made with the lucky 
officers and men enjoying a 48-hour pass in 
the gay French capitol. From all accounts 
the men had SOME time. 

The death of Sgt. Jim Ezell of the Link 
Trainer shop was keenly felt by all. His link 
trainer "Ezell Deezil" had become a very fa
miliar spot for the pilots of the group to hang 
out and get in some link time between opera
tional missions. 

APRIL 1945 



Although the Supreme Commander had 
not yet seen fit to call the war over, for us in 
the Eighth Air Force, the month of April 
marked the end. It was a glorious end. Weeks 
of incomparably good weather left all Europe 
open to our bombsights. As the patterns went 
down surely and inexorably, factories and 
marshalling yards, troop concentrations and 
storage depots disappeared from the face of 
the earth in hundreds and thousands. Yes, it 
was a glorious end. The troops on the ground 
had yet to walk in with bayonet, but the air 
war of the Eighth Air Force in Europe was over. 

What now? Probably the answer was ly
ing in a file in Washington, waiting for just 
the right moment to transfer us across the 
face of the earth to the targets and new bat
tles of the Pacific. Meanwhile we feverishly 
prepared to move on-modifications, records, 
property. In a month all would be ready. 
Then, if we were still here, we planned to 
start an educational institution, military and 
academic. At least we could learn while we 
wait. It was a good show, but the curtain was 
down. 

There were 13 missions in the first 20 

We roamed Europe, putting the final touches to 
the defeat of the enemy. Here the Transportation 
at lngelstadt gets a going over. 

More Bombs on the Royan Area 

days with excellent bombing results on almost 
every mission. On the 7th the German Air 
Force made its last fanatical attack against 
our formations using both jets and conven
tional fighters in un-coordinated desperate at
tacks during one of which they rammed a 
ship in our formation. With little or no oppo
sition, plus the good weather, bombing was 
done for the most part by squadrons and at 
a lower altitude thus affording a field day for 
our bombardiers. It was not unusual under 
these conditions to find most all of a forma
tion's bombs within 500 feet of the aiming 
point. It was a poor day when all of our 
bombs did not land within 1000 feet. Eighth 
Air Force statistics show the 385th leading all 
3rd Bomb Division groups in percentage with
in both the 1000 and 2000 foot circles during 
the first three months of the year. After the 
20th we were relieved of strategic duties ex
cept for a few tactical targets to attack in sup
port of our ground forces. 

The administrative activities of the sta
tion were concentrated upon two objectives: 
( 1) Preparing all units for possible redeploy
ment, and (2) Making living conditions as 

The Royan Area receives a shellacing 

More transportation disrupted-this time at Russig 



pleasant as possible during the interim from 
VE day to redeployment. 

In connection with the former two major 
operations occurred. ( 1) The activation of 
the 424th Air Service Group and the disbandon
ment of all service units on the station with 
the exception of the 877th Chemical Co. and 
the 18th Weather Detachment. The personnel 
of the 424th came almost entirely from the 
disbanded units . 

( 2 ) From the 19th to 22nd inclusive, the 
S-1 section assisted by the Medical depart
ment conducted a processing center in a wing 
of Mess Hall # l. All personnel from Col. 
Jumper to the inmates of the guardhouse were 
processed in order to bring their personnel and 
immunization records up to date. Shortly after 
this was accomplished Major Marston S. 
Leonard. chief of the S-1 section, left for 60 
days DS at Camp Lucky Strike in France as 
a member of the Air Force Liaison team proc
essing liberated PW's back home. Capt. Bert 
Marshall took over Len 's duties in his absence. 

A new Air Inspector's staff had been or
ganized in accordance with directives from 
above with Capt. Dexter Lasher becoming Air 
Inspector; Capt. Blackwell, Technical Inspec
tor ; Capt. Seabright, Administrative Inspector, 
and Capt. Jonas Rosenberg. Medical Inspec
tor. Major Totten Anderson so long head of 
this efficient department moved to the Group 
Executive slot. 

Strangely enough April saw the group re
cei ve its largest number of replacement crews 
assigned to us in any one month-40. Class 
room space was at a premium for indoctrinat
ing these crews. Much of their flying training 
fortunately could now be conducted at night 
with the additional daylight hours. 

Athle tics were in full swing- baseball 
games were a daily feature. The station 
played host for all the 3rd Bomb Division for 
a Soldier Show Demonstration team. This 
team gave a demonstration of organizing and 
producing soldier shows and their visit was 
climaxed by a production put together and 
ac ted by the personnel attending the demon
stration . 
The 1735 Ordnance S. &. M . Co. was 
awarded the Meritorious Service Unit Plaque 
for "superior performance of duty in the ac
complishment of exceptionally difficult tasks 
and achievement and maintenance of a high 
standard of discipline from 1 Jan . 1944 to 29 
Nov. 1944." 

Food and supplies are dropped to the Dutch 
at Utrecht and other points 

The newly formed 424th Air Service Group holds 
a party attended by their C.O., lt. Col. Lewis 

No operational missions were run this 
month before the declaration of VE Day, but 
we were busy dropping food to the Dutch, 
flying ground personnel on sightseeing tours 
over Germany and hauling liberated French 
prisoners of war back to France: An intensive 
training program was established for flying 
personnel on ATC regulations and orientation 
to the Pacific Theatre. The Combat Training 
School and the Ground School programs were 
adopted by the 3rd Bomb Division as recom
mended SOP for all stations in the division. 

With the conclusion of operational mis
sions it is interesting to note that the group had 
609 officers and 843 enlisted men operational 
graduates. 442 were missing in action, 231 
killed in action, 458 became prisoners of war, 
13 were interned, 252 returned, 30 injured and 
11 wounded in action. 

This was a month of inspections-inspec
tions in preparation for our moving. Col. Es
tells from the Air Inspector's office in Wash
ington felt that we were far advanced on our 
administrative affairs as we had already com
pleted processing while other stations had not 
yet even begun. 

Some of our personnel was scattered all 
over Europe on detached service. Flying 



V-E Day is celebrated at Great Ashfield 
appropriately 

Control had a Control Officer and three men 
in Austria; Capt. Warren of S-2 was with the 
U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey; Major Mc
Williams of S-2 had joined Major Leonard at 
Camp Lucky Strike and others are expected to 
be off on junkets too. 

Toward the end of the month Col. Jumper 
along with Col. Lewis and Col. Shankle got 
ready to return to the States for a new assign
ment. On the 28th, the Staff gave Jump a 
farewell dinner. With their departure, Col. 
Witherspoon assumed command with Major 
Anderson and Col. Thrift taking over Lewis' 
and Shankle's jobs. 

On Memorial Day a simple Memorial 
Service was held in front of Station Headquar
ters in commemoration of the members of the 
group who gave up their lives in the war. 

The group was saddened by the acci
dental death of the 548th genial Navigator, 
Bill Filter who was fatally wounded in a shoot
ing accident on the 20th. 

A group of our wandering men in Linz, Austria, 
on Detached Service after V-E Day 

Two of our wandering men, Majors Leonard and 
McWilliams, caught by the camera at Camp 
Lucky Strike in France. 

A view of Paris as seen by some of our touring men after V-E Day 



JUNE 1945 

With Jump gone and 'Spoon serving as 
acting Commander, on June 2 Col. William 
H. Hanson assumed command of the group 
with the express purpose of taking us back 
to the States and eventual re-deployment to 
the Pacific. Coming as he did from the 
States and completely unfamiliar with our 
group it is interesting to note some of his com
ments and reactions. 

"Two impressions are outstanding as I 
had formulated definite opinions relative to 
these impressions prior to leaving the States. 
First my impression of general discipline and 
military courtesy exhibited in combat organi
zations. Contrary to popular opinion held in 
the States, I have found that there is no laxi
ty in these departments. These military attri
butes in these combat units that I have had 
opportunity to observe are the equal of and, 
in many cases, superior to their manifesta
tions in the States. 

Interior of the Great Ashfield Church where the 
permament memorial to our fallen comrades is 
located. 

The churchyard of the Great Ashfield Church to 
which the memorial plaque was transplanted be
fore the Group left England for home. 

"The second impression contradicting a 
predetermined opinion is the excellent morale 
apparent in the men and officers with long 
combat experience. Their desire to see any 
post-hostilities or re-deployment task efficient
ly executed in order that they may more quick
ly take their battle gained experience into an
other active theatre is evident with very few 
exceptions. 

"A very brief though comprehensive in
spection of this Bomb Group leaves me with 
the impression that the organization is sound 
and must have been well coordinated during 
the operational period." 

Activity for the month cantered about pre
paring and despatching the Air Echelon for 
re-deployment to the Zone of Interior. On June 
11th General Archie Old, our Wing Command
er, made u complete inspection of the station. 
From the 11th to the 18th all flying personnel 
finished processing on ATC flying regulations 
and the engineering section completed ready
ing the planes for the trans-Atlantic hop. 

On the 19th the first 50 aircraft with 20 
men per plane left Great Ashfield on the first 
leg home, flying as far as Valley. One plane 
overshot the runway at Valley and the per
sonnel had to return to this base to start over 
again as their aircraft had to be salvaged. 
The 23rd saw 13 more aircraft loaded and de
part for V alley and on the same day the 
Ground Echelon was alerted for movement 
on or about July lOth. The next day the ship-

A familiar scene to those who took their 
passes in Cambridge 



More of Cambridge 

A quiet walk in Cambridge 

ment numbers and readiness orders were re
ceived. 

Our wandering staff officers were begin
ning to return from their junkets, Leonard and 
McWilliams finally got back from La Belle 
France and as suspected they had finished 
their detached service cavorting for five days 
on the Riviera. 

On the 28th, the Holding Party which was 
to remain behind and turn the station back 
to the British, was established with our recent 
bridegroom, Major Frank Marano in charge. 
The very next day. the last of the Air Eche
lon departed with Col. Hanson heading the 
nine planes, except for the poor unfortunates 
who smacked down too hard at Valley. The 
line was deserted-all but one lone plane be
ing readied for this last crew and passenger 
load. With the departure of this plane the 
group had sent 72 ships carrying 1440 persons 
back to the States. 

Major Todd served as Station Commander 
as well as C. O. of the 424th Air Service 
Group, Major Totten J. Anderson commanded 
the ground echelon of the group with the fol
lqwing squadron commanders; Capt . Stephen 
Bowen, 548th; Major 0scar S. Anderson, 

549th; Major Edward Stern, 550th and Capt. 
William Grist the 55lst. All was in readiness, 
we just sat and waited for our marching or
ders. 

A scene nearby Great Ashfield 

The last of our planes leave Great Ashfield and 
head home to the States 



JULY 1945 

With the departure of the last plane on the 
8th and subsequent final inspections by- those 
from USSTAF, we spent the month playing 
baseball, sun-bathing and waiting. The final 
Officers' Club party was held on the 8th and 
later in the month the furnishings were auc
tioned in Stowmarket. The Post Exhange was 
also liquidated after two weeks rations were 
issued to all. 

Various reports, rosters, etc., were being 
forwarded to proper authorities at regularly 
scheduled intervals. Finally on the 24th and 
424th Headquarters and Base Services Squad
ron under Major Todd left Great Ashfield for 
Southampton to board the transport "West 
Point " for the States. They were followed by 
the 674th Air Material Squadron and the 850th 
Air Engineering Squadron under Captains 
Gail Spears and Edward Pratt respectively. 
These squadrons were less fortunate in their 
assignment of boats to carry them back to the 
States as they drew Liberty ships. In fact a 
detachment from the latter organization had 
to go to Scotland to help convert their ship be
fore the rest of the organization could board 
her for the return. 

On the 26th the group finished loading its 
Air Corps OEL equipment on 65 wagons 
(freight cars) at the Haughley station and 
four days later eight wagons were spotted at 
Elmswell and the TAT equipment was loaded 
with this train leaving for Glasgow at 0410 
hours on August 1st. 

The last day of the month saw the re
ceipt of our orders to leave on August 5th for 
Glasgow and the Queen Elizabeth and home. 

AUGUST 1945 
Station 155 ( Great Ashfield was polic 

ed up to t_he extent that there was very 
little to indicate that a garrison of 3000 men 
and officers lavi shed two years of the most 
rigorous portion of their lives within its bor
ders. It is certain that when the last Yankee 
departed, Station 155 was known only to Un
ited States records and Great Ashfield re
mained to the British in appearance as well 
as in fact. What remained of us were bits of 
B-17s and shell cases trampled into the earth. 
The grass had already nearly obliterated our 
pathways between our living and work areas. 

. The early evening of the 5th saw great 
activity as everyone lugged his personal bag
gage to designated places for it to be picked 
up. Last minute policing of barracks and the 
grounds were completed and all that was left 
to do was to take last looks at the many fa
miliar scenes and landmarks of the past two 
years. 

The most striking contrast was to be found 
on . the line . Instead of the usual bustling ac
tivity and the great lumbering B-l7s and the 
many trucks, jeeps and other vehicles it was 

completely deserted. The hardstands were 
empty, no vehicle circled the perimeter, no 
planes were coming in for a landing. no en
gines roared and the control tower stood alone 
like a silent sentinel surveying the scene. 

As the evening wore on the men began to 
climb into waiting trucks and shortly they 
moved off down past the main picket post that 
held the sign "The Home of Van's Valients" 
then left to the sleepy little town of Elmswell. 
That night it was far from sleepy. the whole 
town was there chatting with their American 
friends. In darkened corners the boys said 
their fond good-byes to their English girl 
friends. Motherly English farmers' wives 
were openly tearful as they wished good luck 
to the lads for whom they had done so many 
friendly chores and with whom they had hos
pitably divided their meagre rations. And the 
kids- by this time fast asleep in their beds, no 
longer troubled by the drone of enemy air
craft overhead and the wail of the siren; al
though not present in person they were there 
in spirit. The group will always remain indel
ibly remembered in the community by its 
memorial altar and the bronze tablet in the 
little stone church and its churchyard in Great 
Ashfield, but the deepest memory possessed 
by the British folk surrounding the base will 
probably be our American soldier's relation
ship with the children. 

With little confusion the train was loaded 
and the shrill whistle we had long since iden
tified with English trains, sounded and we 
were off. Glasgow-Greenock and the Queen 
Elizabeth. 

The following morning found us aboard 
ship and there we sat in the Clyde for a day 
and one-half while the rest of the troops came 
aboard. 1700 hours on the next day we 
steamed slowly down the river and headed 
home. As we steamed down the Clyde, whis
tles could be heard wishing us bon voyage 
and little launches dwarfed by the mighty 
Queen circled and followed us. Four and 
one-half days later once again we saw that 
majestic lady in New York harbor. 

It was a fine welcome home. A mixture 
of flashing scenes, noises, tastes, smells and 
feelings. Camp Kilmer again. What a 
change! Now a smooth efficient post through 
which we were processed in 30 hours and then 
we boarded our respective trains for the re
ception station nearest our homes. 

Although many of the members of the 
group later turned up at our originally sched
uled assembly point at Sioux Falls, South Da
kota, the 385th ceased to function as an orga
nization with our departure from Kilmer. The 
sudden collapse of Japan and the declaration 
of V-J Day wrote finish to the glorious history 
of the 385th. Well done! 



FUNCTIONS 
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Our base at Great Ashfield was run in a 
manner surprisingly similar to the way any 
community of 3000 population would be run 
in the United States. The primary difference 
was that our officials were appointed rather 
than elected. There were two main functions, 
one administrative, the other operational. 

On the administrative side we had a po
lice department, fire department, postal serv
ice, doctors and hospitals, bus lines, restau
rants, churches, clubs, stores and theatres
all the activities essential to life and many 
which made our existence more palatable. 
Our little community was even further sub
divided into living sites, housing people in 
many instances engaged in the same type of 
work. The business or operational side of our 
life was quite different than what most of us 
encountered in civilian life but even then 
many skilled personnel such as radio repair
men, machinists, mechanics, cooks, projec
tionists, etc., fitted right back into jobs similar 
to what they had done at home. Our opera
tions were run on much the same principles 
as a large business concern except that when 
mistakes were made it was not profits that 
were lost, but human lives. In fact when you 
consider that on our base our eighty-odd air
craft alone represented a capital investment 
of over thirty million dollars, the magnitude 
of our "business" becomes apparent. We had 
our production line for servicing and repair
ing the airplanes, we had our personnel office 
administering their definite policies-we even 
had a sales department whose difficulties in 
selling the product of our efforts to the Ger
mans were even greater than those of the 
average insurance agent. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

The City Hall , Mayor's office and county 
records section were located in the Station 
Headquarters building. This was the focal 
point of all station activities for from it ema
nated all the laws and decrees regulating life 

on the s.tation. All official correspondence go
ing to higher headquarters or coming down to 
our station passed through the message cen
tre presided over by Sgt. Nelson, under the 
watchful eye of our Sergeant-Major McCar
thy. It was the duty of our able adjutant 
first Johnny Hambrook and later Dave Oak-
ley, to be sure that the order of the Mayor 
( or Commanding Officer ) were properly cir
ulated and executed and that all orders pub
lished for the station met with the Mayor's ap
proval. 
. Also in this building were located the of

ffces .off the "vice-president in charge of opera
tions, called the Air Executive and the "admin
istrative vice-president," called the Ground Ex
ecutive. These two men supervised the two dif
ferent types of activities in which the station 
was engaged. "Also located in headquarters. 

the Air Inspector whose duties were to report 
directly to the Station Commander as to how 
things were going on the station. Activities 
under his cognizance included everything on 
the field from latrines to airplanes, from postal 
service to morale, and back again. To assist 
him in surveying these varied activities he 
had two assistants known as the Administra
tive inspector and the .Technical Inspector 
The Air Inspector's duties were most ably 
performed throughout most of our history by 
Lt. Col. Totten J. Anderson with Capt. Sea
bright, Major Harry Monfort and Capts. Gaul 
and Blackwell as his assistants during our 
tenure at Great Ashfield. 

Capt. Dave Oakley, the Station Adjutant 

Jimmy, driver, valet, errand boy and confidante 
of our Commanding Officers 



Since the section was one of the largest on the 
base, it would be difficult to single out indivi
duals. It was the splendid teamwork of our 
cooks, bakers and their assistants that made 
our meals enjoyable. 

No less important than our food, was our 
health. This was under the supervision of 
our Medical staff, which was pooled from all 
units on the station. All injuries and illnesses 
not requiring hospitalization at the 65th Gen
eral Hospital which served our station, were 
treated in our station Sick Quarters. Ambu
lances staffed by Flight Surgeons and Order
lies met each returning mission to remove any 
wounded, while a medical orderly. room was 
operated at each briefing and interrogation. 
Attached to Sick Quarters was our own Den
tal Clinic, fully equipped for dental care. 

The Medics watch a ship return from a mission 

Capts. Huff and Bard check a flyer at briefing 

An injured gunner is taken out of the ship by the 
medical orderlies, assisted by his crew mates 

The Medical Section was the product of 
the efforts of our Group Surgeon-Bill Bunt
ing. Constantly striving to improve the medi
cal service to our personnel, "Doc" Bunting 
endeared himself to all our men for his per
sonal interest in their welfare. Whether our 
wounded landed at Great Ashfield or at some 
remote RAF base, he was soon marshalling 
the best medical skill available in the ETC. 
Such -efforts quite naturally brought forth the 
best from such high calibre assistants as 
Cloyce Huff, Bob Kuhn, Johnny Martin , Ray 
Williams, Don Hunter and Norm Eide . Bob 
Holmberg, who succeeded Bunting carried on 
the same ideal. Docs Taubkin, Freed and Reed 
operated our Dental Clinic with the same high 
standards of service . 

From our first day at Great Ashfield until 
the very day we left, transportation was a vi
tal cog in our machinery. In order to do the 
job, it was necessary to bring all our vehicles, 
drivers and mechanics into a single Transpor
tation section, popularly known as the Motor 
Pool. With such a centralized agency des
patching our vehicles, our motor transport was 
stretched to accomplish the job. Under Capt. 
Charlie Smith, assisted by Lt. Zittleman, our 
many vehicles of all sizes and descriptions 
were operated and serviced by the many 
sillful men of the section, headed by M/Sgt. 
Thompson. It was their endless task to keep 
this rolling stock available so that we could 
remain operational. The section even ran a 
bus line on the base, serving the far reaches 
of the perimeter track on a regular schedule. 
In spite of the many difficulties, not the least 
of which was the need to conserve fuel, the 
section proved itself again and again. 
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Capt . Charlie Smith , our Transportation Officer, 
and one of his mechanics check a jeep 

M-Sgt. Thompson, Transportation Chief, 
checks a job 

Cpls. Cerillo and Tripi, dispatcher and driver, 
go over a trip ticket 

Trucks in the Motor Pool awaiting calls 
for their services 

Like any city , we had our police and fire 
protection . The Provost Marshal ran our po
lice force which maintained law and order. It 
was a large task for our small force of ap
proximately fifty men. They guarded the nu
merous access roads to the field, patrolled the 
entire area during the hours of darkness to in
sure against sabotage, regulated traffic, 
guarded against thievery and operated the 
station guardhouse or jail. The Provost Mar
shal's duties fell upon the broad shoulders of 
Capt. Ralph Robinson, assisted by Lt. Federi
co. Friend and counselor to every G. I. 
"Robbie" commanded their respect, and with 
the able help of Sergeant Tully. our police 
force was molded into most efficient minnions 
of law and order. 

Companion to the police was our Fire De
partment under the Fire Marshal. They main
tained and operated our fire fighting apparatus 
from the two fire houses-one next to the 
guardhouse and the other adjacent to the Con
trol Tower on the airdrome proper. They at
tended the take-off and return of each mission 
in particular, but a crash truck and crew was 
always on duty. More than once our Fire De
paremtn extinguished fires in British farm
houses located on our station. 

If there was an officer who gave every 
indication of enjoying his Army assignment, 
it was Joe Barone, our jovial Fire Marshal. It 
was therefore not surprising that his section 
was so outstanding and their efforts when 
disaster struck us so superb. The section made 
a record of which every member can be proud 
and from which the rest of us at Great Ash
field gained reflected glory. 

Because there was always the possibility 
that we might be subjected to enemy counter 
measures, it was necessary for us to have a 
plan for the defense of the station. Without 
fear of contradiction, no doubt the most thank
less task on the base was performed by the 
16 uncomplaining AA gunners which formed 
the foundation of our Station Defense. The 
monotonous hours that these gun'-crews spent 
in the gun pits scattered about the perimeter, 
were enough to try the patience of any man. 



Maj. Ed Stern, 550th Exec., looks pleased at 
winning the Site Award of the Week · 

Danna Riva, the first C.O. of the 551 st 

The 55lst Bomb Squadron or Wolf Squad
ron, as it was popularly known, had four 
Squadron Commanders: Danny Riva, Herb 
Hamilton, H. T. Witherspoon and Vernon 
"Moon" Mullin. Probably no squadron had 
any more intense squadron spirit and wore 
the pride of the organization on their sleeves 
more prominently than did the members of 
this unit. This characteristic of the squadron 
was reflected in a great measure fro m its 
leaders-not only the Commanding Officers 
but its Executive of long standing, Will Walch
er, its competent Bill Grist and such NCOs as 

Herb Hamilton, the 551 st second C.O., congratu
lates one of his pilots with Frank Walls looking on 

H. T. "Spoon" Witherspoon, the third 551 st C. O. 
and later Air Exec. of the Group 

First Sergeant Joyce, Sgt. Smith and others. 
The close cooperation between ground 

and combat personnel. so essential to a fight 
ing machine, was no greater exemplified than 
in this unit. This cooperation was evident 
throughout the station, but it was more no
ticeable in the 51st. perhaps because its per
sonality was so positive in character. 



Late in becoming an organization as such, 
the 424th Headquarters and Base Services 
Squadron quickly integrated its personnel 
comprised of former members of such service 
units as the Station Complement Squadron, 
the Military Police Company, the Fire Fight
ing Platoon , Sub-Depot and Finance Detach
ment. Guided by Major Henry B. Todd who 
had built the 455 Sub Depot into such a fine 
organization, the 424th was rapidly making a 
history of its own when hostilities ceased in 
Europe . Coming from the Station Compli
ment Squadron, for which he had performed 
the same duties, First Sergeant John Gormley 
ran the Orderly Room in a quite thoroughly 
competent manner with genial "Doc" Savage 
serving as Adjutant. 

Formed late in the war from the Sub De
pot, Ordnance and Quartermaster Companies, 
the 764th air Materiel Squadron rapidly 
proved to be all efficient organization. The 
manner in which its personnel supplied the 
station with material-from the aircraft we 
flew to the food we ate, reflected the able 
leadership of Capt. Gail Spears and his Adju
tant Capt. Ora Sage. The Orderly Room was 
run by First Sergeant Conley, who had gained 
his experience as the capable top kick of the 
original Ordnance Co. 

The third of the Service Group's squad
rons was the 850th Air Engineering Squadron 
led by Capt. Ed Pratt who had started his 
Great Ashfield career in our early days as an 
Assistant Engineering Officer of one of the 
bomb squadrons. His own fine technical 
knowledge coupled with his initiative and 
thoroughness, served to carry on the fine rec
ord that the 850th's personnel had made as 
members of Major Todd's Sub-Depot. Possess
ing some of the finest technicians and skills 
members of the squadron proved themselves 
capable of solving the most difficult practical 
engineering problems and of devising new 
and ingenious methods for doing so in the 
shortest possible time. Capable First Sergeant 
Brigman and Adjutant Lt. McBride supervised 
the Orderly Room. 

Food and clothing are important items in 

Some of the 850th's specialists busy repairing 
a wing panel 

everyone's existence and no less so in our 
community at Great Ashfield. Supplying 
these was the function of our Quartermaster 
section, manned by personnel from the Mater
iel Squadron. Regularly, without a hitch, 
these necessary supplies were always on 
hand when needed. In addition to these more 
personal supplies the Quartermaster handled
the supply of all office and housekeeping 
equipment and bedding. Our most essential 
and precious coal supply was likewise the 
section's responsibility. A great many of 
these activities necessitated dealing with Brit
ish agencies so that Quartermaster personnel 
became accomplished diplomats. 

Under Captain William Studdard and 
later, Capt. Wally Moore, the section was a 
model of efficiency and no small part of the 
credit must go to the men who did the work, 
headed by non-corns like First Sergeant Walk
er and T / Sgt. Martin Beske. 

S-Sgt. Canney and his buddies about to enjoy 
their Christmas dinner in one of our four messes 

The feeding of nearly three thousand men 
was a tremendous task. Four complete mess 
halls were operated, two of them twenty-four 
hours a day. These messes were: the Com
bat Mess-for all combat personnel; Enlisted 
Mess No. 1 and No. 2; and the Officers' Mess 
-for ground and staff officers. Since food 
was dear to the heart of every American sol
dier and subject to his first gripes, the Mess 
section was constantly striving to improve our 
mess facilities and the meals served. This 
was no easy job, particularly when two of the 
mess halls had to operate around the clock. 
The Combat Mess, because of varying sched
ules of operational missions, had to be par
ticularly flexible as their meal times might 
come at all sorts of hours, day or night, for 
those crews flying, while the rest of the crews 
still had to be fed at the usual meal hours. 

This gigantic task was the responsibility 
of Capt. Steve Bowen, cupably assisted by 
Capt. Richter and Lts. Hubbard and Ziegaus. 



Lt .Col. Tom Kenny 

Beucus, Capts. Pollack and Belcher served as 
Executive officers while Jim Wilson, Belcher 
and Henry Dworshak were Adjutants at one 
time or another. The 54 8th had another dis
tinction as it had among its First Sergeants a 
man who had flown a complete operational 
tour-Joe McLavish. It was under McLavish 
the squadron adopted a war orphan and 
·raised sufficient funds for the youngster's edu
cation and to help him through life. 

Three Commanders headed the 549th 
Bomb. Squadron through most of its history, 
Berkeley Springfield, Archie Benner and Char
lie Reid. Trained under Springfield at Glas
strong esprit de corps during their six weeks' 
rigorous training in this isolated part of the 
States. It was here that the squadron insignia 
-the devil riding a bomb, was selected. 

Under Frank Marano the squadron moved 
on to Camp Kilmer and the good ship ~ 'Queen 
Elizabeth," while the air echelon hopped the 
Atlantic by plane. 

d gl'ves three cheers for another successful The 5-49th surrounds its Commander, Archie Benner, an 
mission. 



The 549th's Exec. Frank Marano, who remained 
behind at Great Ashfield to return the station to 
the British. 

Arriving at Great Ashfield, the 49th was 
up to its collective ears in mud while await
ing completion of the unit's permanent hous
ing accommodations in Site Eight. The strong 
spirit of the organization often times brought 
it in conflict with existing rules and regula
tions such as the attempt to make over wash
rooms to include showers. The many squad
ron parties were other manifestations of this 
spirit and no holiday season passed without 
some celebration of some kind. 

Some of the squadron's colorful personali
ties likewise possessed a flare for flaunting 
the run of the mill routine and their escapades 
in Ipswich and developed "gold bricking" to 
a fine science. The squadron's ability to be 
in the proverbial "dog house" may not have 
caused it to become the adopted home of ev
ery stray dog in the vicinity, but at times 
there appeared to be more four legged ani
mals than the two legged variety belonging 
to the squadron. Cocker spaniels seemed to 
be the squadron favorite from Major Bex
field's litter of pups to the one that sailed the 
Atlantic and after losing several masters in 
combat finally returned to the States with Ser
geant Rude. 

In spite of its "characters"-human and 
canine, the 549th had many outstanding men 
who were most conscientious to duty and an 
inspiration to all. Its top NCO's like First Ser
geant Guy Riggs, M/ Sgts. Pfeiffer, Goble, 
McNeese and S/ Sgts. Hunter and Cirringione 
were second to none. With Frank Marano 
and Paul Jones serving as Executive Officer 
and Adjutant, the squadron performed smooth
ly as a member of the Great Ashfield team. 

The 550th Bomb squadron had only Bill 
Tesla and John Thrift as its Commanders and 
Ed Stern as its Executive Officer throughout its 
combat history and this lack of change set 
the even temper of the unit's operations on 
the ground and in the air, day in and day out. 

Capt. Paul Jones, the 549th's Adjutant 

Lt. Col. Bill Tesla 

Also throughout its history. from the hectic 
days at Cutbank, Montant, to those at Great 
Ashfield, First Sgt. Halstead called the rolls 
and ruled supreme in the Orderly Room. 

Each new combat crew or ground man 
that took his place among the Red squadron's 
ranks soon caught the spirit of the organization 
so that even when the morale of the unit suf-

. fered such hard knocks as the loss of Hutch 
and Clarence McIllveen and their crews on 
their last mission of a tour, the outfit recov
ered quickly and went on its way. 

Housed opposite the 549th in Site Seven, 
the 550th set the pace in making its 
living quarters most attractive. Picket fences, 
flagstone walks and artistic use of the squad
ron calor easily identified its living site to 
those passing through the station back gates 
to Haughley and Stowmarket. 



In " City Hall" also was our legal advisor 
and District Attorney, the Courts and Boards 
officer. This office administered all cases of 
military justice, handled all investigations and 
claims, and assisted our personnel in legal 
matters. Except in the severest cases, all 
cases were tried before juries appointed from 
among the officers on the base. These local 
duties were handled first by Capt. Wahl and 
subsequently by Dave Oakley and Bob Woods 
assisted by S / Sgt. Reese. 

Probably the most popular section on the 
base in headquarters, particularly at the end 
of each month, was our bank-the Finance 
office. This section handled all our financial 
transactions including payrolls, allotments 
and war bonds and was supervised by Lt. 
Garden Cohn and later Lt. Waiter Culp. 

The final and largest section in headquar
ters was our Personnel office. From the 
moment a man joined our organization until 
he left us for one reason or another, every
thing that happehed to him was recorded in 
the vital records administered by the section. 
His pay, promotions, classification, job as
signments, awards and combat record all 
were duly recorded. The section was subdivid
ed into an officers section, personnel section, 
combat section and ground safety section. 
combat section and ground safety section. 
These activities were under the efficient direc
tion of Lt. Col. Marston Leonard and his as
sistants Capts. Bert Marshall and Bob Knight. 

All the working personnel of these Sta
tion Headquarters sections came from almost 
every unit on the station but a large number 
of them belonged to the 385th Group Head
quarters in particular. This was a small unit 
composed principally of skilled administra
tive enliste.d personnel. The fact that this 
group had little supervision from its officers 
yet maintained such a high state of discipline 
and morale, speaks volumes for the character 
and leadership of such NCO's as Master Ser
geants Lapine, Unruh, Chivers, Farley and Mc
earthy. 

Each Officer and enlisted man belonged 
to a unit for administrative purposes. No mat
ter what his duties or where he worked on the 
field, this unit was his family and his home. 
His unit saw to it that he was properly housed, 
fed, paid, clothed, etc. Originally there were 
in all fourteen administrative organizations at 
Great Ashfield, but in the latter days of the 
war in Eupore these were amalgamated into 
ten, with the four squadrons of the bomb group 
( the 548th, 549th, 550th and 551st ) and the 
three squadrons of the service group ( 424th, 
67 4th and 850th ) being the largest. Each of 
these units occupied a separable living site 
with the smaller organizations occupying the 
remaining space. There were eight of these 
living sites and two so called communal sites 
dispersed about our station for camouflage 
and protection against enemy attack. The 
communal sites contained facilities used by 

The Personnel Section minus its head, Major Leonard and Sgts. Fitzgerald and Nielson, who were 
on the continent or elsewhere when this picture was taken. 



The 385th Headquarters with both its Commanding Officers 

Front: Turnbaugh, Meeks, Harvey, Unruh, McCarthy, Barrow, Jumper, Van, Lewis, Farley, Miller, 
McGuinnes, Stone, Terry 

Middle: Mauger, Chivers, Nilson, Hess, Rogers, Amolsh, Manning, Bice, Bassing, Heie, Daugherty, 
Holland, Feske, Beal, Fantry, Cann, Romero, Lapine. 

Rear: Bergman, Aguilar, Bennett, Gaisinger, Freeman, Boltrokonis, Anderson, Witt, VanWageror, 
Kampa, Roch, Kaufman, Nicholson, Stephenson (hidden) Daggett. 

all such as mess halls, showers, clubs, theatre, 
gymnasium, chapels, etc. 

The 548th Bomb. Squadron had only two 
commanders during most of its lifetime, Sep 
Richard and later Tom Kenny. Richard start
ed with the squadron in Lewistown, Montana, 
then in the spring of 1944, when he moved up 
to Wing, Kenny took over until the end of the 
war. In Lewistown the squadron insignia, 
"Bugs Bunny" was selected. It was here, too, 
that the crews not only worked up their flying, 
bombing and navigating proficiency, but as if 
in preparation for things to come in England, 
the squadron fought its first battle with the 
mud. 

Things functioned smoothly at Lewistown, 
but the squadron did have a couple of unfor
tunate happenings. The first was on the re
t u r n  from the Marysville overwater training 
flight when Lt. Roy Thompson and his crew 
crashed into a mountain at Yellowstone Na
tional Park. The other accident was the 
crash of the C-78 piloted by Lt. Lindsey, the 
story of which is chronicled elsewhere in this 
volume. 

Upon arrival at Great Ashfield, the 548th 
was assigned the living site closest to Elms
well, our railhead. This was a convenient lo
cation-it was just a short stretch ( the back 
way) to the highway and Elmswell. As if to 
compensate for this convenience the 548th 
was assigned the hardstands, Armament and 
Engineering huts, farthest around the perime
ter track. 

The men of the 48th were a hard work
ing, conscientious group of soldiers, and not 
satisfied with just doing what was necessary 
to get along. They took pride in their work. 
For this, the squadron received recognition 
from the Wing Commander when it was com
mended for the most aircraft dispatched on 
missions and the least number of abortive air
craft during a particular period. 

. Although many of the squadron's accom
plishmen ts were made by particular sections, 
such as Engineering under Capt. Kratzer and 
Master Sergeants Vance and McDonald, the 
squadron life centered around the Orderly 
Room where the Executive officer and Adju
tant supervised the activities. Major Elmer 



Capt. Ray Fordyce and his Chief examine some 
of their work in the Photo Lab. 

Three of our intrepid aerial photographers get 
set to take off on a mission 

of bombing strikes were often produced be
fore the crews had finished interrogations. S-2 
also monitored all Public Relations-our news
paper releases. This was an effective method 
of maintaining our morale and under the guid
ance of Earl Mazo, Rally Dennis and Bill Mc
Knight, publicity prospered. There were very 
few members who did not receive some men
tion in their home-town papers. S-2 had as
sorted other duties such as the maintenance 
of a war room, photo interpretation and indoc
trination on evasion and escape methods. All 

these duties were performed by Squadron In
telligence officers under the direction of the 
Group S-2. Group Intelligence had two out
standing heads, first James H. Lewis and then 
M. Clovis McWilliams. M/ Sgt. Farley headed 
the enlisted staff and kept things running 
smoothly. Squadron Intelligence Officers and 
their assistants were: Murray, Patterson, Ka
valunas, McMicking, Warren, Wagner, Cavan, 
Torrance and Whited. 

While the operations and Intelligence peo
ple were assigning the crews working up the 
formation , waking, feeding and briefing the 
crews, the line personnel were busily engaged 
in readying the aircraft . All of these techni
cal activities came under the supervision of 
S-4 ( Maintenance and Supply ) and involved 
engineering ( Repair and service of airplanes ), 
armament ( guns, bombsight, etc. ) , ordnance 
and chemical ( bombs ) and all types of sup
ply. These were the people who made our 
continuous operations possible. They groomed 
and cared for our great mechanical battle
ships of the air. Day and night through all 
kinds of weather they performed their arduous 
tasks to "keep 'em flying" so that our crews 
would have the best possible chance of sur
vival. 

One of the technical facilities under the watchful 
eye of our S-4-the Prop. Shop 



Capt. Dick Wilson and Crew Chief Callahan 
inspect a ship of the 550th 

A Ground Crew of Squadron Engineering checks 
the pilot's report on the ship's functioning 

"Dove" Davenport was our genial but tre
mendously capable S-4 until replaced later by 
Harry Monfort. Dove's 26 years in the Army 
and Harry's 13 years, had given both of them 
a fine background of experience for the job 
and they handled ably the task of moving our 
unit, setting up operations in a new theatre, 
keeping us in supplies and making our air
planes operate. Arnold Levine and Charlie 

Hirt were the Base Engineering Officers. Their 
job was to supervise all maintenance and to 
see that the most possible aircraft that could 
be put in safe shape to fly were gotten in the 
air. The actual work was performed by the 
individual Squadron Engine ring sections lo
cated around the perimeter of the airdrome. 
Each section had an Engineering Officer, gen
erally one assistant and an Enlisted Line Chief. 

A pilot goes over things 

Among these key men were: 
548th-Capt. Kratzer, Lts. Grimes and Larri

viere. M/ Sgts. Vance and McDonald. 
549th-Capts. Gaul and Pratt, Lt. Chealander. 

M/ Sgts. Pfeiffer and Goble. 
5500th-Captain Wilson. 
551st-Capt. Meyer and W / O Kinley. 

The heavy repair work was done by the 
455th Sub-Depot-later called the 850th Air 
Engineering Squadron, originally organized 
and commanded by Major Henry B. Todd. 
These men operated around the field, in the 
hangers and in their extensive machine shops. 

- There was nothing they could not do on an 
airplane. In many cases they stripped dis
abled aircraft to practically build new ones . . 

The complicated task of supervising the 
marshalling, the take-offs, landings and park· 
ing of our many aircraft was the responsibility 
of the Flying Control section. The nerve cen
ter of this activity was the Control Tower, lo
cated within the perimeter and adjacent to 
the three runways. These operations were di
rected by means of ground to air communica
tion. All traffic, vehicular as well as airplanes 



and type of bombs to be loaded, the time for 
briefing and take-off and a multitude of other 
details. There was also an Operations sec
tion in each bomb squadron which scheduled 
the crews and airplanes of that squadron that 
were to fly on the mission. The Squadron 
Operations Officers and their assistants were 
the real work horses of the system. They had 
to know and understand each individual crew 
member. Their work was never done. They 
woke up the crews, saw that they got to break
fast and briefing, checked their instructions 
and equipment, stood by for take off, and 
when they were not flying on the mission 
themselves, met them on the return of the mis
sion. Much of the success of our unit was due 
to the untiring service of the Squadron Oper
ations personnel and it is only proper that we 
mention some of them in passing. 

548th 
Frank Bexfield 
W. M. Shankle 
James H. Emmons Sgt. Bloomer 
Leo Lacasse 
Charles Mellinger 

54 9th 
Merrill J. Klein 
Edward E. Faroe 

SSOth 
Gerald Binks 
W. E. Cerrone 
W. W. Richards 
W . T. Vance 
Dexter Lasher 

55 1st 
V. W. Masters 
E. R. Herron 
W. E. Cerrone 

S / Sgt. A. Cir
ringione 

One of the "Originals" who came up the hard 
way, Lt. Col. Shankle, "Shank" to all, who ended 
up our Operations Officer. 

"Colonel Mac" for so long our Operations Officer 
and Deputy Commander 

Bill McKnight assists in giving some literature to 
some new crews 

The Group Operations Section was staffed 
by a corps of our most efficient enlisted per
sonnel drawn from all the squadrons and pre
sided over by M/ Sgt. Miller. Connected with 
operations was the Statistical section under 
Captain Tames Hamilton-lawyer and player
coach of our station baseball team. Also 
part of operations was the training s e c t i o n  re
sponsible for all flying and ground training of 



Lt. Cavan briefing the crews for a mission 

Capt. McMicking interrogates a crew on their 
return from a mission 

our comba t crews. This training task reached 
tremendous proportions in the la tte r day of 
operations when we were rece iving a n aver
age of 25 ·crews per month. The section was 
organized by Danny Riva and late r run by 
Sep Richard, Frank Walls, Harlan Inglis a nd 
W W. Smith. Assisting in pla nning opera
tions and directing training were Group Navi
gators Dewey. Schulz and Nejedlik and the 
Group Bombardiers Ross and Stetson. 

The primary function of Intelligence was 
to collect and disseminate information about 

The Intelligence Chief NCO, M-Sgt. Farley and 
some of his colleagues prepare the S-2 reports of 
a mission. 

"Me" is Rally Dennis with the P.R.O. Staff. Bill 
McKnight must have been chasing a story at the 
time. 

the enemy, although they had a great many 
duties besides. Their task in preparing for a . 
mission was to provide all the data on enemy 
flak and fighter defenses and information on 
the target. They maintained exhaustive fold
ers containing this material on each target. 
They also maintained our combat crew brief
ing room and a combat crew library showing 
the latest tactical developments. 

Another function which came under S-2 
was the Photo Lab. whose mission it was to 
provide photo coverage of all bomb strikes 
and take all other photos required by the 
group. Lt. Ray Fordyce, our photo officer de
ve loped one of the outstanding photo sec
tions in the ETO and the section received 
several commendations for its work. Photos 

Harold

Otto

Leo
Kirk

Goldie



the most part by Lt. Warren Ziegaus, with 
M/Sgt. Smith as his right hand. Headed by 
M/Sgt. Ray Lapine and T/Sgt. Martin Beske, 
a group of NCOs finally overcame their diffi
culties and established and operated a worthy 
Non-Coms Club which filled a great need and 
relived considerable pressure from the over
taxed Aero Club. 

Our "coke" bar 

One of our two tonsorial parlors 

The enlisted men's beer hall ready for business 

Officers' Club bar with some of Annie's Murals 

Speaking of the Aero Club brings us to 
the last, but by no means the least agency 
which cared for our lighter moments-the 
American Red Cross. The war activities of the 
ARC were many and there was much evidence 
of this at Great Ashfield, but most prominent 
was the Aero Club. Its extremely popular, ef
ficient and hard-working hostess was Miss 
Caroline Buehler. It was around this club that 
the social activities of the enlisted men were 
centered. Dances, Bingo parties, snacks , 
snooker, hobbies, a library and many little 
services all were available. It was also 
through the Red Cross that contact was main
tained with those at home when trouble of a 
personal nature arose. Although we had two 
Red Cross Field Directors, Messrs. Skarren and 
Butler, to us the ARC was personified by Caro
line Buehler. It was a fitting tribute to her 
that when the 385th returned home on the 
"Queen Elizabeth, " Caroline was with us to 
share the welcome extended by the citizens of 
New York. 

Perhaps some mention should be made of 
Annie Hayward, for it was this English girl 
who gave- so much of her time and talent. 
when not working in the Aero Club ,decorating 
the noses of our airplanes, the back of many 
a flying jacket. the Aero Club walls, the Offi
cers’ Bar and countless other places. 

One final word about the Red Cross. 
words that can only be expressed by our com
bat men who became Prisoners of War. With
out the ARC and their regular packages to our 
PWs. they would never have survived their 
imprisonment so well. 
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The Snack Bar in the Aero Club 
A happy group of English kiddies leave the Aero 
Club after Caroline and "her boys" have given 
the kids a party. 

OPERATIONAL 

So much for the home life side of ·our 
existence. We also had a job to do. Every 
activity on the field contributed either directly 
or indirectly toward the performance of that 
job. These activities which had a direct bear
ing on preparing the aircraft and crews for 
their missions were called operational func
tions. They were complex and interwoven for 
many activities were performed both by a 
consolidated station section and by a squad
ron section. 

The focal point of all operations was the 
Ops Block, a large stone bomb proof. gas 
proof building located adjacent to the Station 
Headquarters. In it were located the Opera
tions, Training and Intelligence sections and 
the offices of the Group Navigator and Bom
bardier. It was connected by a normal tele
phone, a secret wire and by teletype to our 
Wing Headquarters at Bury St. Edmunds and 
the Division Headquarters at Elveden Hall. It 
also had direct telephone connections to all 
important operational sections on our base. 
This building was the planning and control 
center on our base of all missions. It was in 
continuous operation but assumed an addi
tional activity during the planning and execu-

tion of a mission. Notice of impending mis
sions ( alerts ) were first telephoned from Wing 
Headquarters to the Operations Officer on 
duty. It was immediately flashed to all sec
tions concerned on the field. also to the bar 
and the Aero Club . From the alert on, the 
operational controller kept a continuous run
ning check on the status of preparations for 
the mission, a report on how it was progress
ing and a final summary on results. 

All functions dealing with the performance 
of missions were supervised by the Air Execu
tive. We were extremely fortunate to have a 
succession of extremely capable officers serve 
in the capaci ty . All had at one time or an· 
other been Squadron Commanders and Opera· 
tions Officers and were well versed in all ac
tivities of the group. Our Air Execs. were in 
turn Preston Piper, James McDonald . Herb 
Hamilton and H. T. Witherspoon . 

There were three major problems COn-
cerned with running any mission- the organi
za tion and planning of the mission, the prep
aration of the crews and the preparation of 
the airplanes. The first two jobs were han · 
dled jointly by S 3 (Operations) and S-2 (In
telligence ). S-3 directed all arrangements 
from the con trol centre in the Ops. Block. They 
specified the number of aircraft. the number 



Capt. Ralph Robinson, our Provost Marshall 
and his right hand man 

An MP on the job 

To them, there was no satisfaction of complet
ing a particular job-just hours spent on the 
alert to spring into action. Although the sec
tion had several chiefs, it finally fell upon 
Capt. Ralph Robinson to direct. 

Although Great Ashfield had many of the 
services a normal community had, for some 
time it was a station incomplete and it was in 
constant need of repair. This presented one 
of our most difficult problems. Although the 
British Air Ministry had a resident Clerk of 
the Works and some maintenance men on the 
station, it was not until we had established a 
full fledged Post Utilities section that we be
gan to make progress in completing our sta
tion and improving its facilities . After Major 
Henry Todd had begun to bring order out of 
chaos, the task fell to two men, who completed 
the herculean job-Capt. Paul Cooper and 
M/ Sgt. Chambers. Because they had to man
age for the most part with untrained person
nel detailed to help from time to time, it made 
the efforts of these two the more remarkable. 
One thing that aided them in training these 
itinerant neophytes with whom they had to 
get the job done, was the ability of Chambers 
to operate personally any piece of equipment 
yet devised. The comfort of our living and 
working accommondations can be attributed to 
the untiring efforts of the section. 

So much for the material side of our life. 
It spite of the long, crazy hours we spent at 
our work, we had our moments of relaxation 
on the station. Our spiritual welfare was in 
the hands of a Catholic and Protestant Chap
lain, both of whom conducted services regular
ly. In addition we were served by a roving· 
Rabbi. Our two regular chaplains were kept 
busy visiting those in the hospitals, Sick Quar
ters and handling the many individual per
sonal problems of the men. We had but two 
chaplains throughout our history, Chaplain 
Jim Kincannon and Father Joe Scherer. That 
simple fact alone speaks volumes for the af
fection and esteem with which these two men 
were held by us all. 

Chaplain Jim Kincannon talks with some members 
of the crew of the "Mission Belle" 

"Father Joe" Scherer 



The stage of our theatre set for a USO show 

Joe Kirkwood exhibits some of his tric:k shots 

The Special Services section was respon 
sible fo r organizing and running a very com
plete program. Our athletic program included 
football, basketball. baseball. boxing, wrest
ling, handball among others. Both inter and 
intra-s tation leagues in several of these sports 
were operated. One of the greatest sources of 
recreation was our theatre in which three movie 
shows were given daily exce p t whe n touring 
USO, Red Cross, ENSA or soldier s tage shows 
visited the station. The gymnasium was a lso 
a great source of e ntertainment. Th e little 
things in life are so often taken for granted 
until they are no longer there and then we be
come conscious of their value. This was true 
of Special Services. Under Capt. W alcher a nd 

Touch football game on the field inside the 
Perimeter Control Tower in background 

Lts. Osborn and Earle, men like Ellis, Kinne
man and Farmer, to name a few, brought a 
great deal of pleasure to us in our free 
moments. 

As our overseas stay lengthened the "ex
tra" services were added to the already func
tioning Post Exchange and Post Office. Barber 
shops, an Enlisted Mens Beer Hall, a "Coke 
Bar" and an Educational Center all added to 
our off duty pleasure and comfort. These 
functions , with the exception of the Educa
tion Center, were under the managerial eye 
of Lt. Frank McDonald, who became quite an 
entrepreneur before our two years overseas 
were up· The Education Center was under Lt . 
Carl Bahmeier. 

Lt. Mc:Donald and his PX Staff ready for 
the usual weekly rush for rations 

Two other places that were very popular 
in which to spend our free time, were the clubs 
operated by and for the Officers and Non
Commissioned Officers respectively. Dances 
were held regularly as well as informal enter·· 
tainment . The former club was managed for 



A welder at work in the depot. 

A corner of our machine shop in which our ma
chinists could turnout some remarkable pieces of 
equipment. 

Wing panels being repaired from battle damage 
in No. 2 Hanger by Depot Engineering Personnel 

 
 

Lathe operator at work in the machine shop 

An engine build up stand engineered by the Sub
Depot to facilitate the handling of engine over
hauls. 



Marshalling our lumbering beauties for take-off was 
only one of the many important functions of Flying 
Control. 

on all runways and the surrounding perimeter, 
and the airplanes overhead were controlled by 
this section. Such navigation aides as mark
ers, runway and perimeter guide lights, and 
the wind-sock were operated by Control Tower 
personnel. In addition the section maintained 
what was known as a Q-Site, a dummy air
field designed to confuse the enemy and also 
operated the enemy aircraft warning service 
on the station. 

To the flyers, when in the air, Great Ash
field became identified as "Hard Life". our 
call sign, and "Hard Life" meant also our 
capable Senior Flying Control Officer. Jesse 
Ashlock. Ably assisted Jay Spongberg and 
the men of the tower, the section was on the 
job around the clock and in most efficient 
hands. 

Another occupant of the Control Tower 
was our Weather Section. Like each Eighth 
Air Force Bombardment station, a Detachment 
of the 18th Weather Squadron maintained a 
complete weather service in cooperation with 
our Group Weather Officer, recording meteor
ological data as well as forecasting. Our 
weather station was linked by teletype with 
the extensive service of the Air Force main
ta ined throughout the United Kingdom and 
surrounding territory. Weather briefing was 
given by the section for each operational mis
sion as well as weather information for local 
flights . Although Captain Pyle was our orig
inal Weather Officer, this section became 
identified with those two quiet, unassuming 
officers, Bernie Paski and Paul Moore. Their 
men were a s unassuming and as competent 
as their chiefs and it is doubtful if any but a 
few could na me these fine technicians. Two 
men of the section should be mentioned, how
ever, in particular, because they performed 
duties beyond their normal call. Wendell An
derson and the section chief. M/ Sgt. Smith. 
Anderson regularly flew with the weather 
ship when it was Great Ashfield's turn, and 
relayed the last minute weather data back to 

the ground. The Weather ship took off before 
dawn often on days when the mission never 
became airborne. As for Smith, he had the 
doubtful distinction of becoming a PW briefly 
while flying a regular bombing mission as a 
weather observor. 

The Harwell Radio School where our operators 
were indoctrinated into the intricate communica
tions system of the airways over the U. K. and 
Europe. 

Because of the tremendous volume of air 
traffic over England on operational missions, 
one of the most extensive and complex sec
tions was Communications. With thousand;; 
of aircraft in the air simultaneously assem
bling or returning from a mission, often times 
in overcast weather, our communications sys
tem was of necessity intricate and highly de
veloped. Our Communications section was 
divided into five principal parts-Station Com
munications, which included our telephone 
service, teletype service and codes and cy
phers; Operational Communications, including 
our HFDF broadcasting station; Maintenance, 
which included all communications equipment 
from the VHF sets in our B-17s to the Tannoy 
system on the station; Training. which con
sisted of our Radio School where combat 
crews were indoctrinated with the complicat· -
ed procedures of the ETO; and finally. Radar. 
whose function it was to keep our "mickey 
sets" in our Pathfinder aircraft in proper oper
ational condition. 

Heading up all these functions was Capt. 
Fred Harvey, ably assisted, by such men as 
Emanuel, Phillips, Gomberg, Sethne, Glass, 
Eisenberg, Hestand and Fenton. The high cal
ibre of enlisted men in the section like Thomp
son, Hanson, Leonard and many others, made 
it possible for our extensive equipment to be 
operated and maintained efficiently. 

The Armament, Ordnance and Chemical 
sections were the men who were responsible 
for loading the bombs into the bomb-bays and 
fusing them. They had many other duties be
sides but without their smooth team-work on 
bomb-loading our main job would not have 
been accomplished. 



One of the many shops under the guidance of 
Tommy Harrison and his Armament men 

Gunners testing assembling and cleaning theis guns 
in the Squadron Armamet Shop before take off 

Like Eng ineering,  we had a Group Arma
ment section which supervised its squadron 

counterpart in each of the four Bomb. Squad
rons. It was these squadron sections that day 
in and day out had to deliver the goods. The 
fact that our B-17s carried so"much fire-power 
did not make the Armament men's job any 
easier either. There were other vital sub
divisions of Armament, all of which functioned 
as consolidated units serving all four bomb 
squadrons. These were Bombsight Mainte
nance, Turret Maintenance, AFCE (Auto
matic Flight Control Fquipment) and Gun-

' nery Training. Dick Beavens originally or
ganized and developed the section and then 
passed the mantle to Tommy Harrison. Some 
very outstanding work was done in particu
lar by Armstrong on AFCE, Dentinger on 

-Bombsight Maintenance, and by Sergeants 
Walker and Smith. The important Squadron 
Armament officers were Haaf, Oehlert, Thomp
son and Mclrnerney, with Lts. McDermott and 
Wilson serving well as Gunnery Officers. We 

Bombs loaded in the bomb bay and ready 
for business 

cannot pass by without a salute to the several 
combat graduates who remained overseas 
with the group after completing their tour in 
order to pass on their experience to new 
crews. 

Although each had its own particular 
tasks to perform, the Ordnance and Chemical 
sections worked together as closely as any 
two sections on the base-they had to, or our 
ships never would have been loaded in time 
for take-off. It was back breaking work and 
often times discouraging, particularly when a 
mission was scrubbed at take-off and the 
bombs had to be unloaded from the ships. 
Twice the work and nothing to show for it! 
Although we had a Group Ordnance section 
directing and coordinating these operations, 
the work was done by the Squadron Ordnance 
sections. Major 0. S. Anderson was our orig
inal Ordnance officer and later he was suc
ceeded by Henry Stokes. The Squadron Ord
nance officers were: Lts. Hausman. Lenz, Kin
ney and Mossholder. 

By no means, were loading bombs on air
planes the only task of Ordnance. All our 
bombs were trucked onto the station and 
stored in a camouflaged bomb dump which 
only the sharpest eyes may detect in the 
aerial view of the station elsewhere in these 
pages. The men of the Ordnance Company
later to become a part of the Air Material 
Squadron, were responsible for the storage of 
these bombs with Charlie Flesh serving under 
Capt. Ora Sage in charge. Ordnance also 



operated three maintenance shops--the small 
Arms Shop, the Bicycle Repair Shop and the. 
3rd Echelon Automotive Maintenance Shop. 
The latter in particular, was of vital impor-. 
tance and under Charlie Hazelwood, did a re
markable job in keeping our many vehicles of 
all sizes and descriptions, rolling. 

The Small Arms Shop 

Stacking 1000 pounders under the camouflage of 
the bomb dump 

Loading practice bombs with sand 

Inspecting bombs in the bomb dump 

linking the 50 calibre ammunition for our 
guns in the B-17 

The 3rd Echelon Auto Repair Shop 



The Bicycle Repair Shop 

The Ordnance men ready to load the bombs from 
the trailer into the bomb-bay 

Loading the bombs into the bomb-bay 

In addition to cooperating with Ordnance 
on loading and unloading bombs. our Chemi
cal section maintained their part of the bomb 
dump containing incendiaries. It was also re
sponsible for the gas defense of the s tation . 
this last being a part of our overall station de
fense plan. These chemical functions were 
performed by the men of the 877th Chemical 
Company under Capt. Allan Brewer. assisted 
by Lts . McKenzie, Borchers and Halle. They 
were a q u ie t thoroughly efficient team doing 
an essential job. 

ln the Air Force, there are many items of 
s upply that are peculiar to the Air Force and 
its units a lone. To supply thi s equipment and 
meteriel we had a large section called Air 
Corps Supply. From our airplanes and the fuel 
that made them fly to flying jackets and par
achutes, it was this sec tion that furnished these 
su pplies to those who used them. Because of 
the thousands of ite m s handbd by the section . 
there was ample opportunity for mistakes. but 

Fusing incendiaries in the bomb dump 

Practicing chemical defense of decontamination 



but Air Corps Supply under Capt. Gail Spears 
and W / O Dick Lydon did an outstanding job 
for which the men of the section were more 
that once commended. 

Speaking of flying jackets and parachutes. 
brings us to our last section- Flight Equip

ment. For some time this was one of our
"problem sections" because no provisions 
were made for such a section while we were 
training in the States. With almost 1000 com
bat men on the station. all of whom had to be 
furnished personal flying equipment for the 
high altitude missions we flew . heated cloth

ing,  oxygen masks. parachutes. etc .. all had 
to be stored, maintained and issued. The sec
tion also operated the Parachute Shop where 
the chutes were packed and inspected and the 
Dinghy Shop, in which the emergency dingh
ies carried on the planes were repaired and 
equipped. This Dinghy Shop also conducted 
training in proper ditching procedures in the 
event a crew was forced down in the North 
Sea or the Channel. The eventual assignment 
of combat graduates to the section augmenting 
the permanent staff finally overcame many of 
the earlier difficulties. Major Elmer Beucus 
and later Capt. Daggett with Lts. Dunn and 
Poplin assisting, were able to develop a pro
ficient organization . 

A corner of the flight equipment building where 
all flying equipment was stored, maintained and 
issued to the crews. 



FLIGHT CREWS 



5th mission of Pregnant Portia 

Capt. H. L. Jordan's crew 
549th Bomb Squadron 

Crew 5, 548th Squadron . 

I st Lt. W. Grodi's crew 

Lt. J. H. Mudge's crew, 549th Bomb Squadron 



Lt. Sommer's crew, 548th Bomb Squadron Capt. W. G. Jacque's crew, 548th Bomb Squadron 

Lt. Robbins' crew, 548th Bomb Squadron I st Lt. J. F. Pettenger's crew 

Lt. Weider's crew, 549th Bomb Squadron Lt. Storr's crew, 550th Bomb Squadron 



2nd Lt. W. B. Whitlow's crew, No. 18 
549th Bomb Squadron 

2nd Lt. P. M. Yannello's crew 

1st Lt. S. P. Dixon's crew 

--
I st Lt. Richey's crew checking target 

Lt. Weiker's crew, Great Falls, Montana 
551 st Bomb Squadron 

Crew 4, 548th Bomb Squadron 



Crew 9, 548th Bomb Squadron Crew 12 

Crew 24 Crew 26 

Crew 35 Crew 27 



' I 

Lt. M. Persechini's crew, 549th Bomb Squadron 

Crew 19 

Lt. Harris ' Crew, 548th Bomb Squadron 

Crew 18 



Maj. S. S. Richard's crew, 548th Bomb Squadron Crew 25 

Crew 3 Lt. Horn's Crew 

Lt. R. S. Vandiver's erew, 549th Bomb Squadron 
Crew 21 



Crew 12 

Crew 27 



Lt. R. M. T aylor's crew, 54 9th Bomb Squadron Air and ground crew of "Raunchy Wolf" 



Crew 23 

Herb Hamilton's original crew 



Lt. D. E. Jones' crew, 551 st Bomb Squadron 





Warren Cerrone's crew of the 550th 

Frank Wall 's crew of the 551 st 

Capt. Wayne Horr's crew 



Vince Masters and his original
crew of the 551st












